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ABSTRACT

The role of cobalt in trivalent chromium passivations (TCPs) to improve
corrosion resistance of γ-ZnNi coated steel and aluminum is based on its effect on
hexavalent chromium content in the passive layer. Investigations of both a cobaltcontaining and cobalt-free TCP on SAE 1008 steel indicated that both passivations
protect well for up to 1000 hours in neutral salt spray exposure (SSE). A repetition on Al
6061-T6 alloy indicated that TCP performed much better than cobalt-free TCP
implicating the underlying substrate. Optical and electron micrographs indicated
physical changes such as crack thickness, crack density, passivation porosity, and
passivation thickness existed between the TCP and cobalt-free TCPs but had
contradictory results on corrosion performance. Electrochemical differences between the
TCPs on both substrates were consistent and scribed specimens on the Al 6061-T6
specimens showed active protection from TCP and not cobalt-free TCP indicating a
chemical rather than physical difference. Confounding factors of electroless nickel (EN)
between the substrate and γ-ZnNi coating and heat treatments led to Al 6061-T6 panels
that were heat treated and steel panels with EN layers. The EN layer had no significant
effect and heat treatments had inconsistent performance. Direct measurements of Cr(VI)
content found some correlation between the amount of Cr(VI) and corrosion
performance. XPS analysis of the surface Cr(VI) content revealed that Cr(VI) is needed
for corrosion protection but that there must be an interaction with physical aspects of the
coating to explain the inconsistent results. The TCPs were found to perform better
because the divalent cobalt in TCPs facilitated production of Cr(VI) during corrosion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Trivalent chromium passivations (TCPs) have been proposed as environmentally
friendly alternatives to chromate conversion coatings (CCCs) for corrosion protection
dating back to the 1950s. However, only more recently with the passage of REACH
legislation in the European Union and tightening restrictions by the EPA in the United
States have TCPs been implemented as commercial alternatives. TCPs are used on
aluminum and aluminum alloys such as Al 6061-T6, Al 7075-T6, and Al 2024-T3, but
also on steel, galvanized steel, and zinc alloy coatings. Despite their increasing use,
TCPs are not yet approved as CCC alternatives for all applications such as low electrical
resistance passivating treatment for ZnNi alloy coated Al 6061 mil-spec electrical
connectors.
One of the factors that hold back TCP approval for electrical connector
applications are concerns that the TCPs will not be able to both mitigate corrosion and
maintain low electrical contact resistance during environmental exposure. Passivating
treatments on electrical connectors are evaluated by the United States Department of
Defense per MIL-DTL-81706B that requires an initial resistance of <5 mΩ/cm2 and a
resistance of <10 mΩ/cm2 after one week of salt spray exposure. The electrical contact
resistance of TCPs has not been reported in the literature.
Another factor that delays wider implementation of TCPs is the inconsistency of
the literature surrounding TCPs. Literature evaluation of TCPs is complicated by the
different categories of TCPs that are present with passivating baths varying significantly
in chemistry, precursor salts, and processing parameters leading to TCPs that can fall into
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categories like thick or thin, porous or dense, post-treated or as-deposited. This is
further complicated by several papers studying proprietary coatings where chemistry is
undefined, evaluating corrosion performance using electrochemical means but no
environmental exposure. Observations such as improved corrosion performance with
cobalt additions to the passivating bath and limited active protection have been reported
for TCPs, but the underlying mechanisms have not been explained. The wide range of
variability reported for corrosion performance makes it difficult to predict how well a
TCP formulation will perform on a particular substrate or as part of a specific coating
system.
A lack of fundamental understanding of the corrosion protection mechanism of
TCPs hinders widespread implementation as an alternative to CCCs. The general idea
behind TCPs as CCC alternatives is that chromate-based coatings protect the substrate by
reducing Cr(VI) to Cr(III) at active cathodic sites, which promotes deposition of an
insoluble Cr(III) oxide that prevents corrosion activity. TCP deposition processes are
designed to coat an insoluble Cr(III) oxide across the whole surface, thus precluding the
need for hexavalent chromium to protect the surface. However, TCPs tend to be
structurally amorphous, incorporate ions from the substrate during deposition, and also
contain cobalt when it is present in the passivating bath, which indicate that TCPs are
much more complex than just an insoluble Cr(III) oxide layer. While many studies show
the clear benefit of cobalt additions, the mechanism by which it improves corrosion
performance has not been determined. Additionally, other studies have detected
hexavalent chromium in TCPs, implying that TCPs may protect because of the presence
of hexavalent chromium.
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To address the literature inconsistencies and to investigate the mechanism
behind TCP corrosion protection, a cobalt-containing and a cobalt-free TCP were each
investigated under different conditions to answer four research questions: What
difference in corrosion performance does cobalt cause for TCPs on γ-ZnNi coated SAE
1008 steel? What difference in corrosion performance does cobalt cause for TCPs on γZnNi coated Al 6061-T6 alloy? Does the corrosion performance of TCPs depend upon
Cr(VI) in the passive layer or heat treatment of the passivation? Does placing an
electroless nickel layer underneath the ZnNi coating affect the corrosion performance of
TCPs on SAE 1008 steel? Answering these questions will determine if cobalt in the
deposition bath results in deposition of chromates in the TCP layer or acts to promote
oxidation of Cr(VI) in aqueous environment while also determining if there is any
contribution to the literature inconsistencies caused by the substrate and not just the TCP
coating.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. SUBSTRATES AND ANTI-CORROSION PLATING
2.1.1. SAE 1008 Steel. Steel is produced in different alloyed forms to maximize
or minimize a variety of material properties. Historically, the American Iron and Steel
Institute (AISI) and Society of Automotive Engineers (now SAE International) developed
standards for differentiating between different steel alloys. In 1995, AISI allowed SAE
to take over future maintenance of the standards used to produce different steel grades
leading to the specifications used today that classify different alloys using a designation
of SAE XXXX where the X’s are numbers that give information about the alloy1. The
first number is the primary alloying element, the second denotes a sub-classification of
the first number, and the last two represent carbon content in hundredths of a percent2.
SAE 1008 steel is a low-carbon steel alloy commonly used in extruded, cold
upset, and cold pressed parts. It has a chemical composition given in Table 2.1 that only
restricts the amount of carbon, manganese, phosphorus, and sulfur in the steel. This alloy
has seen widespread use in the automotive industry to produce structural components for
decades. Automotive applications expose metals to natural corrosive environments and
so SAE 1008 steel is commonly galvanized with sacrificial zinc or zinc-alloy plating to
protect against corrosion.
2.1.2. Aluminum 6061-T6. Aluminum alloys are classified according to a
system set up by the H35 committee of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
and follows a 4 or 5-digit classification similar to the SAE steel grading system in the
case of wrought alloys. For wrought aluminum, the first digit represents the major
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alloying elements, the second represents variation on a particular alloy, and the last two
digits identify the alloy within the series3. The alloy designations are typically followed
with a temper designation that takes the form of a hyphen followed by a letter indicating
the type of tempering, followed by numbers classifying processing within that temper
category. The alloys are also limited to have no more elements than 15 wt% with the rest
of the weight being aluminum.
6061 is one of the most common of magnesium and silicon alloys of aluminum
that serves a general purpose role and has a chemical composition shown in Table 2.1.
The alloy is easily machined, welded, and precipitation hardened which contributes to its
widespread use. The degree of precipitation hardening is affected by the temper and the
designation of -T6 represents a piece that was solution heat treated and artificially aged in
order to achieve the greatest precipitation hardening. The alloy can have metal coatings
applied to protect it from corrosion with several different types available such as
cadmium, nickel, and zinc.

Table 2.1. Alloy chemical composition to meet standards for SAE 1008 and Al6061.
Composition wt%
Alloy

C

Mn

P

S

Fe

Si

Cu

Mg

Cr

Zn

Other

SAE1008

0.1

0.3-0.5

0.04

0.05

rem

-

-

-

-

-

-

Al6061

-

0.15

-

-

0.7

0.4-0.8

0.15-0.4

0.8-1.2

0.04-0.35

0.25

<0.15

2.1.3. Electroless Nickel Plating. First invented in 1946 by Brenner and Riddell,
electroless plating allows deposition of many metals such as Ni, Co, Pd, Au, or Ag
without an external electrical source4. The deposition is an autocatalytic process wherein
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a substrate is dipped in a chemical bath with salts of the metal to be plated and a
reductant that results in nucleation and growth of the plating on the substrate. This
growth is then continued as the deposited metal catalyzes further deposition of the metal
which results in a linear growth rate with time after a continuous film has covered the
entire surface. This allows for precise control of the film thickness5.
Nickel was the metal that led to the discovery and invention of electroless plating
and was first plated as a Ni-P alloy on steel in a bath that contained hypophosphites.
Since that time, many advancements have been made and now electroless deposition of
nickel can occur on a variety of substrates including insulators, polymers, and metals
with excellent control of a variety of properties such as hardness, density, conductivity, or
corrosion resistance6. While many applications utilize control of the plating hardness or
wear resistance, it can be used on aluminum 6061-T6 alloy to provide a strongly adhered
surface that allows for electro-depositing of ZnNi coatings.
2.1.4. Cadmium and γ-ZnNi Coatings. Electroplated cadmium has many
properties that lead to its widespread historical use such as its corrosion resistance (1000
hours until rust in ASTM B117), high electrical conductivity (1.46 x 107 S/m), lubricity
(~0.5), hardness (~240, Knoop), and ability to be applied as a thin (< 25 µm) layer.7–10 In
the United States, cadmium was considered an anticipated human carcinogen since the
1980s and in 2000 the National Institutes of Health (NIH) declared cadmium a known
human carcinogen while some studies associate cadmium with kidney damage and
diabetes.11–14 The toxic and carcinogenic nature of cadmium and its cyanide containing
plating process has lead the United States and the European Union to pass regulations
limiting the exposure of workers and wildlife to cadmium with a call for alternatives.15–17
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Several commercially available alternatives to cadmium exist and include gold,
tin, ZnCo, ZnFe, SnZn, and ZnNi. Gold plating has excellent corrosion resistance and
conductivity, but suffers from a brittle phase that forms when plated on aluminum, high
cost, and it is typically deposited with a cyanide containing electroplating bath.18 Tin
plating offers some corrosion resistance (24 hours to rust in 5% salt spray), excellent
solderability, and is very cost-effective; however, issues have arisen with tin “whiskers”
and the corrosion resistance is not as high as the zinc alloys.19–21 ZnCo and ZnFe alloys
with 10-20 wt% Co or ~0.75wt% Fe show good corrosion performance, lubricity, and
low cost, but inconsistent corrosion performance at temperatures above 250 ºF remains an
issue.22–27 SnZn coatings with 20-30 wt% Zn have shown comparable corrosion
resistance (400 hours to red rust in salt spray) and lubricity to cadmium coatings but have
difficulty controlling Zn in plating baths to ensure consistent anti-corrosion
performance.28–30
Electroplated ZnNi coatings have similar anti-corrosion and tribological
properties to cadmium, exceeding cadmium performance in some cases.30 The primary
phase of interest is γ-ZnNi which lies between 14 and 23 wt% Ni on the binary phase
diagram shown in Figure 2.1.31 In electrodeposited ZnNi the phases follow a nonequilibrium progression where the γ-phase starts to form at Ni contents as low as 13 wt%
and the δ-phase is never observed.32 Many ZnNi coatings studied were in the range of 515 wt% Ni, which explains some variability in corrosion performance including 4 and 96
hours to 6 and 640 hours for white and red rust, respectively.30, 33–36 The corrosion
resistance maximum at around 13-15 wt% nickel was correlated with cracks in the ZnNi
coating with coatings exhibiting small closely spaced cracks offering greater corrosion
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resistance than wider cracks.37 ZnNi coatings are typically passivated with a conversion
coating after electroplating. The most commonly used passivation is a hexavalent
chromium (chromate) layer that significantly improves corrosion protection.38–40

Figure 2.1. Binary phase diagram of the Nickel-Zinc system from H. Okamoto.31 Red
patterned area represents typical commercial ZnNi coating composition (12-20%wt Ni).

2.2. HEXAVALENT CHROMATE PASSIVATIONS
Chromate conversion coatings (CCC) have been long used to passivate anticorrosion coatings of many metallic materials, including cadmium and ZnNi.7, 8, 40–42
Formation of a CCC on a given metallic (M) substrate is governed by five chemical
reactions shown in equations 1 to 5:
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𝑀 → 𝑀2+ + 2𝑒 −

(1)

2𝐻 + + 2𝑒 − → 𝐻2

(2)

𝐶𝑟 6+ + 3𝑒 − → 𝐶𝑟 3+

(3)

𝑀2+ + 2𝑂𝐻 − → 𝑀(𝑂𝐻)2

(4)

2𝐶𝑟(𝑂𝐻)3 + 𝐶𝑟𝑂4 2− + 2𝐻 + → 𝐶𝑟(𝑂𝐻)3 ∙ 𝐶𝑟𝑂𝐻 ∙ 𝐶𝑟𝑂4 + 2𝐻2 𝑂

(5)

Equations 1 and 2 happen simultaneously with a local increase in pH leading to
reduction of Cr(VI) and precipitation of metal hydroxides as shown in equations 3 and 4.
Lastly, the Cr(III) and Cr(VI) species precipitate out into a chromate film that
consolidates with remaining metal oxide and precipitated metal hydroxide on the
substrate surface.42
CCCs have shown superior corrosion performance on several different substrates and
actively protect against damage as from a scratch or scribe.43–46 The active protection of
non-passivated surfaces is related to reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III) at the exposed
surfaces.47 Unfortunately, CCCs are associated with negative health consequences and
are being phased out by legal regulations in Europe and the United States.17, 48, 49
Many non-toxic alternatives to CCCs have been identified including molybdate,
zirconium-based, and trivalent chromium compounds although all systems fail to match
the anti-corrosion properties of CCCs.42 Molybdate and zirconium conversion coatings
can provide corrosion protection in place of CCCs but are found to be inferior.50–53
Trivalent chromium passivation (TCP) systems offer the most promise as a viable
alternative as their corrosion performance can match or exceed CCCs on undamaged
samples with some degree of active protection.54
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2.3. TRIVALENT CHROMIUM PASSIVATIONS
Trivalent chromium passivations date back to the 1950s but were not widely
adopted until more recent restrictions on CCCs were passed.17, 55 Deposition of TCP is
achieved by skipping reduction of Cr6+ to deposit a Cr(OH)3 layer and instead deposit the
layer directly.56–60 TCPs show some evidence of self-healing capability, but only slightly
which is a disadvantage of TCPs compared with CCCs. TCPs do have the advantage that
they can retain corrosion protective properties after heating whereas CCCs can lose up to
90% of their corrosion protection after exposure to temperatures >100°C.58
The variability of TCP coatings can be explained by differences related to bath
chemistry, substrate, and bath parameters. For bath chemistry, TCPs are deposited in an
acidic solution with a pH ≤ 5 with a precursor Cr3+ salt, an oxidizer, and usually a
transition metal ion such as Co, Ni, or Fe, although these may be a post-treatment.61–64
Bath chemistries can also vary with the choice of chromate precursor and acid, or with
complexing agents that are sometimes used such as oxalic acid or ammonium
bifluoride.60, 65 These changes result in differences in corrosion performance through
changes in the microstructure of the TCP layer, likely via altered bath kinetics.60, 66
The substrate and bath parameters also affect corrosion resistance by altering the
deposition process through oxidation of the metal substrate, evolution of hydrogen at the
substrate surface, and co-deposition of Cr/metal oxides and hydroxides.62, 66–68 Key bath
parameters to control this process include bath pH, temperature, sample immersion time,
concentration of Cr3+ precursor, concentration of substrate metal ions already present,
and presence of a complexing agent.67–75 Despite the literature variabilities, some general
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trends that are observed place TCPs into two general categories: first generation and
second generation.59
First generation passivations are defined by their thickness which is typically
<100 nm and tend to have a dense single-layered structure that may or may not be
porous.76 Second generation passivations tend to be in the range of 300-500 nm,
potentially up to 1000 nm, and almost always contain a two or three layered structure
with a dense uniform surface layer 20-50 nm thick, a bulk porous layer, and an optional
dense layer near the substrate interface.59, 66, 77 These passivations also tend to have better
corrosion performance, attributed to the increased thickness.

2.4. HEAT TREATMENTS
A few studies have investigated trivalent chromium passivations that have
undergone heat treatment post-deposition, and even fewer that have investigated the
effects of heat treatments on the passivations themselves. The treatment temperatures
tend to range from 90-150°C with times ranging from 30 minutes to several hours but do
not significantly degrade the corrosion resistance they provide in contrast to the effect of
heat treatment on CCCs.56, 58, 75, 78 A study by Li and Swain found that aging and heating
TCPs provides chemical and physical changes of dehydration and increased
hydrophobicity that can benefit corrosion performance to a point, after which further
aging and heating is detrimental.78 A different investigation tied visual changes caused
by heat treatments to water filled porosity and dissolved oxygen as performing the heat
treatment in a nitrogen atmosphere does not produce the same changes.79 The ability for
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TCPs to retain most of their anti-corrosion properties after exposure to elevated
temperatures is one advantage TCPs hold over CCCs.

2.5. MECHANISMS OF CORROSION
Corrosion is an electrochemical process wherein a metal substrate will undergo
rusting or degradation due to the oxidation or reduction of chemical species at active sites
on the surface. Four processes are necessary for corrosion to occur:
1. An anodic reaction (usually oxidation of the metal surface)
2. A cathodic reaction (reduction of dissolved ions)
3. A metallic pathway connecting anodic and cathodic surface sites (for
electron conduction from anodic to cathodic sites)
4. An electrolyte (to provide and collect dissolved ions)
Inhibition of corrosion can be achieved by inhibiting any one of these processes.
A passivation layer such as TCP works by attempting to inhibit the fourth process by
acting as a direct physical barrier between the electrolyte and the surface of the alloy.80
Corrosion can be uniform or localized wherein the localized corrosion can be one
of three categories: pitting, crevice, or stress corrosion cracking. Uniform corrosion
represents distributed loss of material from anodic and cathodic sites spontaneously
moving across the surface. Pitting and crevice corrosion results from the active sites
becoming localized on the surface and focusing material loss only to a fixed area. Stress
corrosion cracking is a result of an applied stress speeding up a corrosive reaction.
Uniform corrosion is preferred to localized as it is more readily controlled and occurs at a
predictable rate.81
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Another type of corrosion related to this project is galvanic corrosion.
Galvanic corrosion takes place spontaneously when two different metals with different
electromotive potentials are placed into contact in an electrolyte where one metal acts as
an anode and the other a cathode. The metal with the more negative potential on the emf
series acts as the anode and has a driving force for corrosion measured via Equations 6
and 7.
𝐸 ° 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 → 𝐸 ° 𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 𝐸 ° 𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒

(6)

∆𝐺 ° 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 → −𝑛𝐹𝐸 ° 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

(7)

Figure 2.2. The galvanic series in seawater from LaQue83
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The emf series is defined with a metal in an aqueous environment containing its
own dissolved ions at unit activity. Hence, the emf series cannot be used to predict the
anode or cathode in non-aqueous environments or in aqueous solutions with different
dissolved ions. The galvanic series was empirically determined to overcome this
limitation. Figure 2.2 shows the galvanic series as determined for a seawater
environment.82
Galvanic corrosion does allow for cathodic and anodic protection to be used
beneficially. Cathodic protection happens by placing a metal into contact with a more
anodic metal so that the anodic metal sacrificially corrodes and protects the more
cathodic metal.82 Anodic protection occurs when the metal to be protected acts as the
anode in a galvanic couple due to an external power supply that controls the cell potential
and keeps the metal in a passive thermodynamic region.84
Typically, γ-ZnNi coatings contain many crevices that penetrate through the
coating to the underlying substrate. These coatings protect the underlying metal by
cathodic protection. The CCCs and TCPs passivate a γ-ZnNi coating by preventing
electrolyte contact with the surface and underlying substrate. The self-healing
mechanisms of CCCs and TCPs protect the underlying substrate by precipitating Cr3+
species onto the cathodic sites where pH is locally lower, slowing the cathodic reaction.

2.6. CHACTERIZATION OF PASSIVE FILMS
2.6.1. Physical Characterization. Electron microscopy is one of the most
prevalent techniques used to physically characterize TCPs. In the case of thick coatings,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used to measure the thickness and examine
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morphology within the layer. For thin coatings, SEM is often used to look for the
presence of cracks or pores on the surface as well as to visually compare the roughness of
the surface pre- and post-deposition. When paired with energy dispersion spectroscopy
(EDS), it has been used to simultaneously examine chemical composition of the passive
layer but only on thick coatings.44, 71, 77, 85, 86 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is
used more rarely but allows for accurate measurement of thin TCP thickness and
verification of the amorphous or crystalline nature of the deposited layer.54, 87–89 Even
more rarely, atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used to investigate surface roughness and
ellipsometry is used to determine layer thickness.90, 91
2.6.2. Chemical Characterization. Due to the thin nature of the TCP layers,
most chemical characterization relies on X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to
determine layer composition. Other techniques used include glow discharge optical
emission spectroscopy, auger electron spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy.61, 92 Due to the nature of
multiplet splitting in Cr XPS spectra and the fact that TCPs are made up of mixtures of
Cr oxides, hydroxides and Zn, multiple chemical characterization methods need to be
used to accurately describe the valence state of the Cr present. Unfortunately, only a few
studies have confirmed their XPS findings with multiple analytical methods.54, 88, 92
When investigating specifically the content of Cr(VI), another analytical method based
upon 1,5 diphenylcarbazide (DPC) can be used.
Using UV/Vis spectrophotometry a reaction between DPC and Cr(VI) in solution
can be quantitatively determined. DPC is oxidized by Cr(VI) to form 1,5
diphenylcarbazone and Cr(III) which then forms a complex with Cr(III) to create a pink
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color in acidic solutions. This pink color has a peak absorbance at ~540 nm that can be
quantitatively measured given a set of known standards has also been measured. The
method does suffer from interferences with Fe, Mo, and V, but the absorbance directly
from these species is orders of magnitude less sensitive than Cr and thus amounts in the
10-100 µg/mL region can be tolerated without concern. Fe(II) ions create a bigger
problem as they can reduce the Cr(VI) thus generating a false negative requiring the use
of a buffer such as NaF to ensure accurate measurement.93, 94
2.6.3. Electrochemical Characterization. Several electrochemical techniques
can be used to characterize coated specimens and their corrosion resistance including
open circuit potential (OCP), cyclic potentiodynamic polarization (CPDP), and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). OCPs are determined by placing the
specimen as the anode in a three electrode setup and measuring the potential while
waiting for the specimen to equilibrate with an example give in Figure 2.3. The
measured potential represents the point at which no current is flowing in the sample and
is the maximum potential difference the cell would see without an applied voltage or
current.95 Comparisons between OCPs in the same electrolyte allows for determination
of which specimens would function as the anode in a galvanic couple or which specimen
has a greater driving force for corrosion. In the case of coatings and passivations, it can
indicate a reduction in driving force for corrosion or confirm that a coating is/is not
acting sacrificially.
CPDP is done after measuring OCP and begins at a voltage below the OCP. A
potential is applied to the cell and sweeps at a slow rate, usually around 0.1667 mV/s, and
continues above the OCP to a point where the scan is then repeated in reverse.96
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Figure 2.3. Open circuit potentials of steel samples in 0.6 M NaCl + 0.6 M NH4(SO4)2.

This serves as a technique to get information from both an anodic and cathodic
polarization simultaneously with the understanding that cathodic reactions can affect the
subsequent anodic polarization. The CPDP can also show if a region of passivity exists
above the OCP and can identify the presence of pitting corrosion. Figure 2.4 shows a
theoretical curve for a sample demonstrating many possible features visible from a
CPDP. A Tafel approximation can be performed at the corrosion potential to estimate the
corrosion current, icorr, and the polarization resistance, Rp, which can be compared
between specimens to determine if a coating or passivating treatment is reducing the rate
of corrosion.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a technique often used in corrosion
studies because of the amount of information that can be indirectly obtained. Information
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can be gathered by visual inspection of changes in the Nyquist and Bode plots to get
semi-quantitative comparisons between different specimens.

Figure 2.4. Theoretical CPDP curve showing notable features related to pitting,
passivation, and surface breakdown. Image from Ezmailzadeh et al.97

Quantitative information can be obtained through equivalent circuit modeling of
the active mechanisms present and then attributed to physical processes via
experimentation. Using this quantitative and semi-quantitative data, aspects of the
corrosion process and coating morphology can be inferred. EIS data can also detect
changes in the surface such as growth of new phases and can be used to compare
susceptibility to corrosion of different treatments.
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For equivalent circuit modeling to be valid the data must satisfy the KramersKronig relationships for complex quantities which allow real data to be constructed from
imaginary data and vice versa. The requirements placed on data are linearity, causality,
and stability. Stability is ensured when the perturbation or amplitude of the applied
signal does not change as the experiment is run. Linearity is satisfied if the data have a
linear response to the applied perturbations. Lastly, causality is satisfied if a response to
the perturbation does not occur prior to the perturbation.98
An equivalent circuit model will always satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relationships
as the circuits are mathematical models that are always linear, stable, and causal. For real
data, stability and causality can be considered satisfied and it is the requirement of
linearity that fails due to non-stationary effects. Non-stationarity is the result of gas
evolution, a chemical reaction, or instrumental artifacts that cause time-dependent noise
greatest in the low frequency region where sampling times are long. Satisfaction of the
Kramers-Kronig relationships is usually verified analytically by separating impedance
data into real and imaginary parts, transforming them, and then recombining to see if the
original data is recreated.98 For corrosion studies, if the original data cannot be recreated,
then the data is not valid and either the experiment must be redesigned to slow down
corrosion of the studied material, or the lower frequencies studied during EIS must be
dropped until stationarity is ensured in the remaining data.
The last consideration when using equivalent circuit modeling of EIS data to
investigate a surface is the model fit itself. There are an infinite number of electrical
circuits that will provide a valid fit to experimentally gathered EIS data which
necessitates knowledge of the surface, coating, or passivation being studied and
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confirmation of results via different analytical methods. Emphasis must be placed on
ensuring the results are physical and real by limiting the number of circuit components to
only those that can be justified via chemical or morphological evidence from other
characterization methods. Only after such careful analysis is taken to ensure that results
are physically real can once use EIS data as evidence to support their research
conclusions.
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ABSTRACT

The corrosion performance was studied for standard trivalent chromium
passivations and cobalt-free trivalent chromium passivations on steel substrates. The steel
substrates were either polished or unpolished and coated with γ-phase ZnNi prior to
passivation. For unpolished substrates, cobalt-free specimens had 50 ± 8 cracks/mm, a
thickness of 69 ± 4 nm, and notable porosity compared to cobalt-containing passivations
which had no cracks, a thickness of 40 ± 5 nm, and no porosity. For polished substrates,
cobalt-free passivations had 50 ± 3 cracks/mm, a thickness of 38 ± 2 nm, and notable
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porosity compared to cobalt-containing passivations with 16 ± 2 cracks/mm, thickness
of 48 ± 2 nm, and no porosity. After 1000 hours of salt-spray exposure, cobalt-free
passivations had visible white rust on 4% of the surface area while cobalt-containing
passivations had 22% of the surface area covered by white rust. The thickness of both
passivations increased on both polished and unpolished specimens after salt spray
exposure. Electrochemical testing showed that the cobalt-free passivation had the least
change before and after salt spray exposure. The difference in corrosion performance
was attributed to the greater porosity in the cobalt-free passivations influencing the
amount of corrosion inhibiting species present.

Keywords: Trivalent chromium passivation; Zinc-nickel coating; Corrosion; Steel,
Transmission electron microscopy; Cobalt

1. INTRODUCTION

Electroplated cadmium has been used to protect materials such as steel or aluminum from
corrosion for decades[1,2]. Unfortunately, cadmium is carcinogenic, which has led to
regulations that limit cadmium exposure and necessitated alternative plating
technologies[3–7]. Electroplated zinc and zinc alloys are potential replacements for
cadmium-based platings and are widely used in the steel and automotive industries[8–
11]. One zinc alloy that is a viable alternative to Cd is the γ-phase of ZnNi[11–16].
Similar to galvanization, ZnNi coatings act as a sacrificial anode to cathodically protect
the underlying substrate through galvanic coupling. To slow the corrosion and extend the
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lifetime, passivations can be employed in addition to the sacrificial coatings. One of
the most effective passivations is based on hexavalent chromium, which can exhibit
active corrosion inhibition that protects portions of the exposed surface where the
passivation has been damaged or removed[17–19]. Unfortunately, hexavalent chromium
is also carcinogenic and regulations have been passed to limit usage in the United States
and the European Union[20,21]. These regulations necessitated development of
alternative passivation technologies.
Trivalent chromium passivations (TCPs) have been demonstrated as viable
alternatives to hexavalent chromium. The Cr(III) species that are predominant in TCPs
are formed naturally as part of the corrosion response of hexavalent chromium coatings
as described by Equations 1-3[22] and consisting of metal dissolution, hydrogen
evolution, and subsequent reduction of Cr(VI) from locally increased pH. While TCPs
may or may not exhibit active corrosion protection[23], the performance of TCPs exceeds
the corrosion protection of hexavalent chromium coatings in some cases such as the
impedance work provided by Di Sarli et al.,[24] the corrosion work by Foster et al.[25],
and the comparisons between Cr(VI) and Cr(III) made by Zaki[26]. Additions of cobalt
have been shown to improve the corrosion performance of TCPs during salt spray
testing[27,28]; however, regulations in the European Union limiting cobalt exposure have
led to the development of TCP deposition processes that do not use cobalt.

M → M 2+ + 2e−

(1)

2H + + 2e− → H2

(2)

Cr 6+ + 3e− → Cr 3+

(3)
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Even though additions of cobalt to TCPs has been shown to improve corrosion
performance, there is significant variation in the amount of time it takes for a TCP layer
to exhibit white rust on ZnNi coatings. Reported times vary from ~120 hours[29] to
~450 hours[26] for TCPs that are produced using only slightly different materials or
deposition parameters. This makes it clear that while cobalt can improve a TCP, it is not
sufficient to create a long lasting passivating layer and that other factors may be more
important to producing an excellent TCP. This leads to a question of how cobalt
additions affect the TCP layer to improve the corrosion performance and how they
ultimately contribute to the protection of the underlying substrate.
The goal of this research was to characterize two TCPs, one with cobalt and one
without, on electroplated γ-phase ZnNi coated SAE 1008 steel substrates to determine
what changes to the TCP layer caused by cobalt could influence the corrosion
performance of trivalent chromium passivated samples. Since the ZnNi coating can also
influence the corrosion performance of the TCP, some specimens were polished before
TCP deposition to limit the effects of surface roughness on the passivation.

2. PROCEDURE

2.1. SPECIMEN PREPARATION
SAE 1008 steel substrates were prepared in two separate batches. One batch had
dimensions of 10 cm by 2.5 cm by 0.2 cm and the other 5.1 cm by 2.5 cm by 0.1 cm. Half
of the specimens were polished and half were left unpolished. All specimens were
prepared for electroplating by five minutes of alkaline cleaning in an aqueous solution
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containing 90 mL/L of Dipsol 523-SC (alkaline cleaning solution) at 55°C and sixty
seconds of surface activation in an aqueous solution containing 40 wt% HCl + 60 g/L of
Dipsol 971-SC (acid activator) at ambient temperature. Electroplating was conducted at
300 A/cm2 for twenty-five minutes in the Dipsol IZ-C17+ Zn / Ni deposition bath
(proprietary electroplating solution). The resulting ZnNi coating contained
approximately 80/20 wt% Zn/Ni and consisted of Ni5Zn21 and NiZn3 γ-phase
stoichiometries.
The ZnNi plated panels were then either polished or left as-plated prior to being
passivated with TCP or Co-Free TCP. Grinding and polishing was done on a wheel
(Buehler Ecomet III) at 500 RPM with each step performed until no scratches from the
previous step were visible. Grinding steps used water as the lubricant and went in order
from 80 and 120 grit paper with alumina abrasives to 180, 240, 320, 400, 600, 800, and
1200 grit paper with SiC abrasives. Specimens were then polished using 1.0 µm and 0.3
µm alumina suspensions (Buehler MicroPolish) on a polishing cloth (Buehler MicroFloc)
with an aqueous lubricant (MetaDi Fluid). Each polishing step was conducted for 30
seconds. Between each grinding or polishing step, specimens were rinsed with soapy
water, ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol for 3 mins, and then dried with a heat gun.
Both as-deposited and polished ZnNi-plated specimens were passivated according
to the following procedure:
1. 1mL/L HCl acid activation for 15 seconds with two 30 second DI water rinses
2. Passivation of the Dipsol IZ-264 TCP (proprietary passivating bath) or the
cobalt-free modified IZ-264 TCP (proprietary passivating bath) via chemical
bath deposition for 90 seconds
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3. 25 second drain followed by 30 second DI water rinse
4. Hot rinsed in DI water for 30 seconds
5. Air dried
6. Heat treated at 191°C for 23 hours in air

2.2. SALT SPRAY EXPOSURE
There were six specimens for every tested condition with two set aside and used
for testing at 0 hours of salt spray exposure (SSE), while the remaining four were placed
in a salt spray chamber (Cyclic Corrosion Tester, Q-Fog) set up for ASTM B117[30].
After 500 hours of SSE two of the four specimens were removed and characterized and
after 1000 hours of SSE the last two specimens were removed and characterized. After
SSE, specimens were rinsed in DI water until no more salt product was removed or 30
seconds, whichever was longest, and then air dried for 24 hours. Dried specimens had
contact resistance measured consistent with MIL-DTL-81706B[31] specifications of 200
pounds of force per square inch using copper electrodes with 10 measurements taken per
specimen using a source measure unit (2450 Sourcemeter, Keithley 1.00 Amp, Power
Line Cycles = 10, 4-wire resistance measurement mode) prior to further characterization.

2.3. IMAGING
Images after SSE were taken of specimens using a camera or a printer/scanner.
Specimens were also imaged using optical microscopy with a digital optical microscope
(KH-8700, Hirox). Some specimens were sectioned using a shear cutter and a low speed
saw (Isomet 11-1280-160, Buehler) for X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS; Axis
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165, Kratos, Al anode, dwell time = 500 ms, spot size = 120 µm, no sputtering used) or
scanning and transmission electron microscopies (SEM and TEM, respectively). The
amount of corrosion product was measured as the percentage of the panel area that was
covered using computerized image analysis (ImageJ; National Institute of Health) to trace
the regions where corrosion product was visible and dividing that by the total area of the
specimen in pixels from the specimen pictures. Corrosion product from an unpassivated
ZnNi specimen after 1000 hours SSE was analyzed via X-ray diffraction (XRD; X’Pert
Pro, Panalytical, Cu Kɑ = 1.540598 Å, fixed slit = 0.38 mm, data angle = 5.015° 89.975° 2θ, step size = 0.03°). Computerized image analysis was also used to count the
cracks per mm by utilizing a method similar to ASTM E112-13[32] to find the lineal
mean intercept of the cracks. Lastly, crack widths were measured using computerized
image analysis by taking thirty measurements of randomly selected cracks in SEM
images across all images of a sample and averaging.
SEM was done on either a RAITH e-Line PLUS or a Hitachi S-4700 while TEM
liftouts were produced using a gallium focused ion beam on an FEI Scios with the
following procedure. A representative section of the surface was located and had
platinum deposited in a 15 µm by 1.5 µm rectangle with the electron beam at 5 kV and
1.4 nA beam current to a thickness of 200 nm. This was followed by a Pt deposition on
the same spot with the ion beam at 30 kV and 0.28 nA to a thickness of 1.5 µm. A crosssection pattern was then used in a 20 µm by 12 µm rectangle to a depth of ~6 µm with the
ion beam at 30 kV and 21 nA and then repeated on the other side. Cleaning crosssections were used to further mill both sides from the edge of the platinum to 1.5 µm into
the milled trough at a current of 6.5 nA. A U-shaped cut was made into the cross-section
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to almost separate it from the substrate and a tungsten probe welded onto one corner of
the liftout with platinum. The liftout was then removed and welded onto a Cu TEM grid
post and thinned to electron transparency by tilting +/- 2° by using 2.8 nA beam currents
for bulk removal followed by 0.46 nA currents for the final thinning. The last step
consisted of a 28 pA cleaning of each side at a 7° tilt for two minutes. TEM images were
gathered using a Tecnai F20 scanning TEM (STEM).
Passivation thicknesses were measuring using computerized image analysis on
TEM liftout images where 30 lines were drawn perpendicular on a random part of the
passivation with the measurements averaged across all lines. When multiple images were
available, the 30 lines were split across the available images and averaged the same way.

2.4. ELECTROCHEMICAL CHACTERIZATION
Electrochemical characterization took place in 250 mL of a 0.6 M NaCl (Fisher
Scientific, Granular USP/FCC) + 0.6 M NH4(SO4)2 (Fisher Scientific, Certified ACS)
electrolyte. The electrolyte was placed in a flat cell and used a saturated calomel
reference electrode (+0.244 V vs. SHE at 25°C). Electrochemical testing was performed
using a potentiostat/galvanostat (Model 273A, Princeton Applied Research) and a
frequency response analyzer (SI 1255 HF, Solartron Instruments). Open circuit
potentials (OCPs) were measured first for 3600 seconds followed by cyclic
potentiodynamic polarizations (CPDP). CPDPs were performed by sweeping from -0.3
V to 0.8 V and back to -0.3 V vs. OCP at a rate of 0.1667 mV/second. Each specimen
had electrochemical testing performed three times on three different areas. The OCP and
CPDP data were analyzed using CView (3.5h, Scribner Associates) to perform Tafel
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analysis at the corrosion potential. All values were averaged across the multiple trials
done for each sample.

3. RESULTS

3.1. PASSIVATION COMPOSITION
The passivations were primarily composed of chromium, zinc, and oxygen as
summarized in Table 1 and shown in Figure 1. The most abundant elements detected
were oxygen and carbon followed by chromium. Most of the carbon and some of the
oxygen were expected to be due to adventitious carbon present on surfaces[18,23]. The
TCP contained 10.6 at% Cr and the Co-free TCP contained 8.2 at% Cr. Zinc was also
detected with 3.3 at% in TCP and 6.5 at% in Co-Free TCP. The TCP contained 0.6 at%
Co. All other elements had concentrations less than 1.0 at% and are not discussed
further. The Co-Free TCP had no detectable level of cobalt but contained nearly twice as
much zinc (6.5 at%) as the TCP (3.3 at%). Zinc is known to incorporate into the TCP
layer during the deposition process in an amount based upon the bath kinetics[33]. The
chemical baths for each passivation were different and the Cr to Zn deposition ratio
between the passivations indicated that the passivations had differences in addition to the
presence or absence of cobalt.

3.2. AS-DEPOSITED PASSIVATIONS
The passivations deposited on polished substrates had a similar visual appearance
with the TCP having a purple appearance while the Co-Free had a purple-blue
appearance with some yellow. For unpolished substrates, the Co-Free TCP was light
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blue with a yellow tint while the TCP was brown as seen in the 0 hour columns of
Figure 2. Closer examination (Parts a) and b) of Figures 3 and 4) revealed that cracks
were apparent on the surface of TCP on polished and unpolished substrates as well as on
Co-Free TCP on polished substrates. Cracks were less frequent on TCP with 16 ± 2
cracks/mm while Co-Free TCP had 50 ± 3 cracks/mm. In the unpolished case, no cracks
were apparent on TCP, but Co-Free TCP had about the same crack density of 49 ± 8
cracks/mm, indicating similar starting conditions for polished and unpolished Co-Free
specimens. The cracks were 0.8 ± 0.3 µm wide on unpolished Co-Free, 0.8 ± 0.1 µm
wide on polished Co-Free, and 0.3 ± 0.1 µm wide on polished TCP. Cracks were both
wider and more numerous on the Co-Free specimens.
Thicknesses of the passivations were determined using TEM images such as those
seen in Figures 5 and 6 where measured values were 69 ± 4 nm for Co-Free TCP on
polished substrates and 40 ± 5 nm for TCP on polished substrates. Co-Free passivations
on unpolished substrates were 38 ± 2 nm thick and TCP passivations on unpolished
substrates were 49 ± 2 nm thick. The Co-Free passivations were initially thicker than the
TCPs on polished substrates while the reverse was true of the unpolished samples. All
passivations were <100 nm thick, which is similar to the “thin” type trivalent chromium
based passivation[19,29] as opposed to the “thick” type seen in some studies[24,29].

3.3. VISUAL INSPECTION AFTER SSE
After SSE, the Co-Free passivations showed less corrosion than the TCPs
regardless of whether the substrates were polished, but the difference in corrosion was
greater between the unpolished specimens. Figure 2 shows the progression of corrosion
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build up from 0 to 1000 hours. The images visually reinforce that the Co-Free
passivation performs better than the TCP, which indicates that some aspect of the
passivation is beneficial to corrosion performance. The polished TCP showed ~6%
corrosion product coverage after 500 h SSE and ~15% corrosion product coverage after
1000 h SSE. For comparison, the Co-Free passivation had ~5% corrosion product
coverage at 500 h and ~1% corrosion product coverage at 1000 h. The unpolished
specimens followed a similar trend with TCP showing ~4% corrosion produce coverage
at 500 h and ~22% at 1000 h, which was more than Co-Free with ~2% at 500 h and ~4%
at 1000 h. The high variability in corrosion performance can be attributed to only having
two specimens for most conditions with only one specimen for Co-Free 1000 h polished
or unpolished, although the results demonstrate the large range of corrosion behavior,
which is consistent with other studies.

3.4. OPTICAL MICROSCOPY AND CRACK MEASUREMENTS
The progression of surface appearance during SSE is shown in Figures 3
(polished substrates) and 4 (unpolished substrates). Very little corrosion product was
observed for either of the passivations on polished specimens, but some staining was
observed for the cobalt-free passivation after SSE. Numerous cracks were visible across
the surface of both polished passivations with Co-Free passivations having 55 ± 4
cracks/mm after 500 hours SSE and 77 ± 8 cracks/mm after 1000 hours SSE, much more
than TCP with 16 ± 4 cracks/mm after 500 hours SSE and 30 ± 3 cracks/mm after 1000
hours SSE. The unpolished cobalt-free passivation had fewer cracks than the polished
specimen with 39 ± 15 cracks/mm after 500 hours SSE and 35 ± 10 cracks/mm after 1000
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hours SSE, while the unpolished TCP had no visible cracks until 1000 hours of SSE
after which it had 34 ± 10 cracks/mm. The specimens followed a trend of increasing
cracks with increasing SSE time except for Co-Free passivations on unpolished
substrates, which had the opposite behavior, although those specimens had much greater
variability leaving open the possibility of sampling error.
Like the results from visible examination, very little corrosion product was
observed on all the panel surfaces, except for some localized regions on TCPs on
polished and unpolished substrates. The corrosion product that was visible was clustered
around cracks and pores on the surfaces, suggesting that the cracks acted as corrosion
initiation sites. Corrosion extent does not correlate with crack width and density but only
with the presence of cracks and flaws, likely a result of heterogeneous nucleation
requiring less energy for a corrosion site to form. This would also explain why
unpolished samples showed more visible corrosion product than polished as an
unpolished surface has more grooves and valleys for nuclei to form heterogeneously.

3.5. CRACK WIDTHS AND CORROSION PRODUCTS
Inspection using SEM (Figures 7 and 8) shows intergranular crevices visible at
high magnifications. After 1000 hours of SSE, corrosion products on the Co-Free
passivations on unpolished substrates were only visible near or inside of the cracks. In
contrast, the TCP on unpolished specimens had a uniform layer of corrosion product
across its surface with increasing amounts of corrosion product located near the small
cracks and pores. The passivated polished specimens had only debris visible on the
surfaces with a little corrosion product visible within the cracks and pores. Only the
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unpassivated ZnNi panels had enough corrosion produce for XRD analysis. This
analysis (Figure 9) of the corrosion product showed most peaks fit from zinc hydroxide
chloride hydrate (Zn5(OH)8Cl2 ● H2O) with some zinc carbonate hydroxide hydrate
(Zn4CO3(OH)6 ● H2O) and some of the underlying ZnNi substrate visible (NiZn3).
The cracks on the unpolished Co-Free TCP specimens had an average width of
0.8 ± 0.2 µm and were about three times larger than the cracks in the TCP on unpolished
specimens that had average widths of 0.2 ± 0.1 µm. Passivations on polished specimens
had cracks that were 1.4 ± 0.5 µm wide for Co-Free TCP and 0.3 ± 0.1 µm wide for TCP.

3.6. PASSIVATION STRUCTURE AND THICKNESS
Passivations remained amorphous but increased in thickness during SSE. Fast
Fourier transforms of TEM images (Figure 10) confirmed that all of the passivations
were amorphous both before and after SSE. All passivations ranged from ~40-80 nm
thick after SSE with the polished Co-Free specimens at 59 ± 2 nm, unpolished Co-Free at
77 ± 4 nm, polished TCP at 52 ± 2 nm, and unpolished TCP at 61 ± 23 nm. All
passivated specimens examined showed and increase in thickness after SSE, with the
greatest change for Co-Free passivations on polished substrates with the least change for
TCP on polished substrates. The most notable morphological difference between the two
passivations was the much larger amount of porosity in the cobalt-free TCP layer
compared to the TCP (Figures 5 and 6). Every cobalt-free TCP specimen had a clearly
visible porous layer while some TCP specimens had moderate porosity and others did
not. Passivations on polished substrates showed lower average thicknesses and
variability compared to passivations on unpolished substrates, but otherwise had the same
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morphological features. This change in thickness correlates with the visible corrosion
as the Co-Free passivations on polished substrates performed worse than the passivations
on unpolished substrates, consistent with the lower thickness in the passivations on
polished substrates. The TCP on polished substrates performed better, which was
consistent with the differences in thickness between the specimens.

3.7. ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION
Electrochemical results are summarized in Figures 11 and 12 starting with OCP
and CPDP before and after SSE. OCPs are listed in Table 2 where the averaged values
for polished and unpolished Co-Free TCP decreased from about -1.030 V to
approximately -0.992 V and TCP decreased from about -1.017 V to approximately -0.980
V. None of the specimens had potentials near the measured potential for exposed steel,
which is -0.763 V ± 0.001 V, and only the unpassivated ZnNi surface showed a notable
change in potential after SSE with an increase of approximately 210 mV.
The CPDP curves allowed comparison of the TCP and Co-Free TCP to each other
as well as to unpassivated ZnNi. The forward sweep of the cobalt-free TCP revealed an
initial corrosion potential comparable to ZnNi, which increased by 33 mV after SSE. The
TCP was not initially as similar to bare ZnNi as Co-Free and showed an increase of 71
mV in the corrosion potential after SSE. During testing, gas evolution was observed
from the cathodic sweep to the corrosion potential value, where the evolution ceased,
until around -0.8 V where gas evolution began again. At -0.6 V on the forward sweep,
the ZnNi coating lost adherence to and separated from the underlying steel substrate.
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Beyond this, further reactions to the CPDP were from the substrate in the absence of
the passivated ZnNi coating.
Tafel analysis of the unpolished TCP passivation (Table 3) showed a decrease in
anodic slope (βa) with SSE from 99 ± 4 mV at 0 hours to 72 ± 2 mV at 1000 hours. A
similar trend was seen for the cathodic slope (βc) that went from 178 ± 37 mV at 0 hours
to 154 ± 20 mV at 1000 hours. The corrosion current density (icorr) increased gradually
going from 0.49 ± 0.07 x 104 mA/cm2 to 0.81 ± 0.09 x 104 mA/cm2 after 1000 hours
SSE. The polarization resistance decreased from 500 ± 90 Ω*cm2 at 0 hours to 226 ± 62
Ω*cm2 after 1000 hours.
The Co-Free TCP showed the opposite trend for both the anodic and cathodic
slopes going from 100 ± 1 mV to 124 ± 1 mV after 1000 hours for the anodic, and 151 ±
13 mV to 193 ± 6 mV for the cathodic. Co-Free initially had a corrosion current density
of 0.49 ± 0.05 x 104 mA/cm2 then showed an increase at 500 hours to 2.44 ± 3.07 x 104
mA/cm2 before decreasing to 0.86 ± 0.03 x 104 mA/cm2. The polarization resistance of
Co-Free was initially 483 ± 43 Ω*cm2 but decreased to 392 ± 5 Ω*cm2 after 1000 hours
SSE.
Unpassivated ZnNi showed a greater increase in anodic slope with 84 ± 3 mV at 0
hours and 266 mV at 1000 hours. The cathodic slope increased from 176 ± 12 mV at 0
hours to 200 mV at 1000 hours. Current density was initially low at 0.81 ± 0.03 x 104
mA/cm2 but increased to 2.05 x 104 mA/cm2 after 1000 hours. The polarization resistance
decreased with SSE initially being 319 ± 0 Ω*cm2 and becoming 218 Ω*cm2 after 1000
hours. These results show that both passivations compared favorably against
unpassivated ZnNi in terms of corrosion current density and polarization resistance and
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that the Co-Free TCP exhibited the greatest polarization resistance between the two
passivations which correlated with the observed corrosion performance

4. DISCUSSION

While several differences exist between TCP and the Co-Free TCP passivations
such as composition, crack density, crack width, layer thickness, and porosity, these
differences do not correlate with the observed corrosion performance after SSE. Cho et
al.[34] stated that corrosion build up within the cracks can impede further corrosion and
allow samples to appear stable for a time before the corrosion product grows and causes
crack propagation, which allows corrosion to proceed again. This model leads to the
expectation that little to no corrosion should be observed while the corrosion product acts
as a barrier until some critical exposure time at which the barrier fails and allows
corrosion to proceed rapidly. The specimens studied here did not show such a transition
as corrosion buildup was slow and no critical exposure time was observed for the
transition to more rapid corrosion. This behavior could indicate that the specimens were
not exposed to the salt spray long enough to reach that critical time but considering most
TCP passivated samples report white rust starting at 120-400 hours, 1000 hours of
exposure should have been long enough to reach any such threshold. The other
observations that led to a different conclusion than that of Cho et al. were that: 1) the
number of cracks did not correlate with the observed corrosion on the panels such as the
unpolished TCP at 1000 hours having the most visible corrosion but no cracks at 0 or 500
hours; and 2) crack width correlating to corrosion in the opposite direction to what the
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model would suggest as the smaller cracks on TCP samples should have led to more
corrosion product on the surface as opposed to around the cracks and pores since the
narrower space of the cracks would produce a greater diffusional barrier.
Layer thickness correlated to corrosion performance with the thicker Co-Free
passivations generally having less corrosion product than the thinner TCPs. The
thickness of the passivation alone does not explain the observed results as thickness
should not affect the corrosion rate inside cracks where interior surfaces are not
passivated. Because the Co-Free passivation had the highest crack density and the least
amount of corrosion, another mechanism must be at work. Hesamedini and Bund[35]
found that the pores in TCP contained water which, when dried in ambient atmosphere,
can lead to oxidation of Cr(III) to Cr(VI) above pH 3 through equations 4-6 and reduction
of oxygen in the aqueous solution. Oxidation of Cr(VI) through this mechanism could
give TCPs some level of active corrosion protection[23]. With the observed increase in
porosity of the Co-Free passivation and lack of significant corrosion in the numerous
cracks on the Co-Free passivations, this mechanism could possibly inhibit further
corrosion within the cracks of the Co-Free passivation leading to the observed improved
corrosion performance in salt spray compared to TCP.
HCrO4 − + 7H + + 3e− ⇌ Cr 3+ + 4H2 O

E 0 = +1.38

(4)

Cr2 O7 2− + 14H + + 6e− ⇌ 2Cr 3+ + 7H2 O

E 0 = +1.386

(5)

O2 + 4H + + 4e− ⇌ 2H2 O

E 0 = +1.23

(6)
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If total chromium or cobalt were beneficial to corrosion protection, then TCP
would have been expected to perform better during SSE since it has a chromium to zinc
ratio close to 3.2:1 compared to 1.25:1 for Co-Free passivation. Using a similar
argument as that for layer thickness, the composition of the passivation layer in terms of
Cr:Zn ratio, cobalt content, or total chromium should not be able to protect regions of the
surface that the passivation does not cover, unless the passivations exhibit active
corrosion protection. Likewise, if Cr(III) in the passivations is oxidized to Cr(VI) as part
of an active protection mechanism, then increasing total chromium content should lead to
a greater concentration of Cr(VI) ions which would lead to a longer period of active
protection as it would take longer to deplete the Cr(VI). If this were the case, then TCP
should have performed better than Co-Free passivation. However, if the water-filled
porosity promotes oxidation of Cr(III) to Cr(VI), then the Co-Free passivation would
benefit since the TCP produced as part of this study had almost no porosity. It is not the
thickness, morphology of cracks, or elemental composition of the passivations that leads
the Co-Free passivation to protect better than the TCP, but the amount of Cr(VI) species
produced in the TCP layer which could be influenced by the amount of porosity.
The electrochemical data showed a gradual increase in corrosion current and
decrease in polarization resistance from 0 hours SSE to 1000 hours SSE for both TCP
and Co-Free passivations if the 500 hour Co-Free data is treated as spurious due to the
large variability. The similar trends observed along with the closeness of the corrosion
potentials suggests that something similar happened in both passive layers. The anodic
slopes observed followed differing trends with the TCP specimen showing a reduction in
anodic slope with SSE while Co-Free showed an increase in anodic slope with SSE. This
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difference is posited to be the difference in porosity between the TCP and Co-Free
TCP layers and how that progressed with increased SSE time.
TCP began with few pores, did not develop new pores, contained cobalt, became
less stable (decreased anodic slope combined with increased icorr) with SSE, and
developed more corrosion while Co-Free TCP began with many pores, exhibited fewer
pores after SSE, did not contain cobalt, became more stable with SSE, and developed less
corrosion. Interpretation of this data as a whole in light of Cr(VI) species likely being
present in TCP layers[23] suggests that cobalt led to an increased initial content of Cr(VI)
that was consumed during SSE leading to a reduction in corrosion protection as exposure
time increased while Co-Free TCP exhibited protection from oxidation of Cr(III) to
Cr(VI) in porosity close to the metal surface from local pH increases that then
precipitated and filled in the pores. This would suggest that Co-Free TCP could protect
the underlying substrate from corrosion as long as there is some porosity close to the
metal surface that allows for Cr(VI) to be oxidized and then reduced in a protective way
and that cobalt-containing TCPs may benefit from processing changes that would
promote an inner layer of porosity near the metal surface with a solid layer on the
outermost portion of the TCP. Directly measuring the Cr(VI) content in TCPs and
correlating that with changes in porosity would be needed to confirm such a mechanism.

5. CONCLUSION

This study investigated the effect of cobalt additions on the corrosion
performance of trivalent chromium passivations for ZnNi coatings by characterizing a
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conventional cobalt-containing TCP and a version of the same TCP modified to
contain no cobalt. The limited amount of observed corrosion across all specimens was
found primarily localized to the cracks and pores in the passivations. Neither the layer
thickness nor passivation composition were sufficient to explain the differences in
corrosion performance. The observed differences in corrosion behavior correlated with
the increased porosity of the cobalt-free passivations, which is presumed to promote
oxidation of Cr(III) to Cr(VI) when the passivations are dried after deposition. If this
hypothesis is true, then the corrosion performance of TCP could be improved by
intentionally increasing the amount of porosity in the passivation layer. Since the effect
of the layer thickness cannot be separated from the compositional differences between the
passivations, further research is needed where thickness or composition would be
independently varied while other factors are controlled and the amount of Cr(VI) species
present in the passivations measured to be certain of the role of cobalt additions to TCPs.
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Figure 1. XPS spectra of both TCP and Co-Free TCP showing the lack of cobalt in CoFree TCP with similar Zn, O, and Cr.

Figure 2. Appearance of different passivated specimens before and after salt spray
exposure with unpassivated ZnNi for comparison.
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Figure 3. Polished steel samples showing a) TCP at 0 hours SSE, b) cobalt-free TCP
(CoF) at 0 hours SSE, c) TCP at 500 hours, d) CoF at 500 hours, e) TCP at 1000 hours,
and f) CoF at 1000 hours.

Figure 4. Unpolished steel samples showing a) TCP at 0 hours SSE, b) cobalt-free TCP
(CoF) at 0 hours SSE, c) TCP at 500 hours, d) CoF at 500 hours, e) TCP at 1000 hours,
and f) CoF at 1000 hours.
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Figure 5. TEM images showing morphology and thicknesses of the unpolished cobaltfree TCP (a and c) and TCP layers (b and d) before and after salt spray exposure.

Figure 6. TEM images showing morphology and thickness of polished cobalt-free TCP
(a and c) and TCP (b and d) layers before and after salt spray exposure.
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Figure 7. SEM images showing unpolished samples for: a) TCP at 0 hours SSE, b) CoF
at 0 hours SSE, c) TCP at 1000 hours, and d) CoF at 1000 hours.

Figure 8. SEM images showing polished samples for: a) TCP at 0 hours SSE, b) CoF at
0 hours SSE, c) TCP at 1000 hours, and d) CoF at 1000 hours.
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Figure 9. XRD analysis of the 1000 hour SSE ZnNi corrosion product showing zinc
hydroxide chloride hydrate (X), zinc carbonate hydroxide hydrate (O), and some
underlying ZnNi substrate.

Figure 10. TEM images showing representative regions of passivation analyzed via FFT
(shown right) indicating amorphous nature.
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Figure 11. OCP graphs before and after 1000 hours of salt spray exposure.

Figure 12. CPDP graphs before and after 1000 hours of salt spray exposure.
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Table 1. XPS quantified data of elements > 0.5 at% in both passivations.

Cr
O
Zn
C
N
Co

TCP (At%)
11
49
3
33
1
1

Co-Free TCP (At%)
8
43
7
1.0
-

Table 2. Open circuit potentials of polished and unpolished TCP and cobalt-free TCP
before and after 1000 hours of salt spray exposure.

0 Hrs
SSE
(VSCE)
SD
1000 Hrs
SSE
(VSCE)
SD

Pol.
CoF

Pol.
TCP

Unpol.
CoF

Unpol.
TCP

Bare
ZnNi

-1.03

-1.02

-1.03

-1.01

-1.08

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.00

-0.99

-1.01

-1.00

-0.96

-0.87

0.03

0.00

0.00

0.01

-

Table 3. Tafel parameters from analysis of CPDP data for unpolished TCP, Co-Free
TCP, and unpassivated ZnNi specimens. ZnNi 1000 hours has no standard deviation
(SD) because there was only one test performed.

Hours SSE
βa (mV)
SD
βc (mV)
SD
icorr (mA/cm2) x104
SD x104
Ecorr (V)
SD
Rp (Ω*cm2)
SD

0
99
4
178
37
0.49
0.07
-0.93
0.03
500
90

TCP
500
70
17
152
49
0.51
0.15
-0.89
0.02
287
94

1000
72
2
154
20
0.81
0.09
-0.88
0.01
226
62

0
100
1
151
13
0.49
0.05
-1.01
0.01
483
43

Co-Free
500
141
40
220
89
2.44
3.07
-0.99
0.03
487
562

1000
124
1
193
6
0.86
0.03
-0.99
0.00
392
5

0
84
3
176
12
0.81
0.04
-1.03
0.01
319
0

ZnNi
500
197
1
157
8
1.54
0.05
-0.77
0.00
236
13

1000
266
200
2.05
-0.77
218
-
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ABSTRACT

The corrosion performance and electrical contact resistance was investigated for a
trivalent chromium passivation and a cobalt-free version of that same passivation on γZnNi coated Al 6061-T6. Both passivations had similar surface morphology, were
amorphous, had similar thicknesses, and contained pores within the passivation layer.
The cobalt-containing passivation initially had an exchange current density of 9.5 X 10-4
A/cm2 and a polarization resistance of 290 Ω/cm2. The cobalt-free passivation initially
had an exchange current density of 10.6 X 10-4 A/cm2, and a polarization resistance of
116 Ω/cm2. After 500 hours of exposure to neutral salt spray, the cobalt-containing
passivation showed no visible corrosion, had an exchange current density of 2.9 X 10-4
A/cm2, and a polarization resistance of 136 Ω/cm2. The cobalt-free passivation showed
uniform corrosion, had an exchange current density of 5.2 X 10-4 A/cm2, and a
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polarization resistance of 80 Ω/cm2. After 500 hours of exposure to neutral salt spray
on specimens with scribes down to the Al substrate, the cobalt-free passivations were
uniformly corroded, but scribed specimens with the cobalt-containing passivations were
only partially corroded. Both the cobalt-containing and cobalt-free passivations were
found to be viable alternatives to hexavalent chromium per the requirements of MILDTL-81706 with cobalt-containing offering protection comparable to hexavalent
chromium and cobalt-free offering less. The presence of cobalt in the TCP was found to
improve corrosion performance and suggested that an intermediate species such as cobalt
is beneficial to the oxidation of Cr(III) to Cr(VI).

Keywords: TCP, trivalent chromium passivation, corrosion protection, Al6061-T6,
hexavalent chrome, contact resistance, MIL-DTL-38999, MIL-DTL-81706, cobalt

1. INTRODUCTION

Cadmium coatings have long been used to protect various metals from
corrosion1,2. The carcinogenic3–5, teratogenic6, toxicological7–9, and environmental10
effects related to the use of cadmium led to a search for alternative coatings that were less
toxic. Many alternatives were investigated and found to be viable replacements,
including γ-ZnNi coatings11–13. ZnNi coatings protect the underlying metal in a manner
similar to galvanization by acting as a sacrificial anode. While ZnNi coatings alone offer
some corrosion resistance, these coatings are often passivated to increase the functional
lifespan of the coated components.
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Hexavalent chromium is an anti-corrosion passivation that can be used to
protect sacrificial coatings due to its active corrosion inhibition mechanism that allows
protection of damaged areas of the passivation or flaws in passivation after deposition14–
16

. While hexavalent chromium is an excellent passivation, it is also a human

carcinogen17,18 and toxicological19,20 environmental contaminant. These negative health
effects prompted regulatory agencies in the United States and European Union to limit
usage and industrial exposure to hexavalent chromium resulting in a need for alternative
passivations21,22. One potential alternative passivation is based on trivalent chromium.
Investigations into trivalent chromium passivations (TCPs) have shown excellent
anti-corrosion performance on many substrates23–28 including ZnNi alloys29–31. TCPs
utilize Cr(III) compounds for corrosion protection, which are the same as the products
formed when hexavalent chromium passivations react to protect damaged portions of the
passivation. TCPs may also generate some Cr(VI) species during deposition or use,
although a lesser degree of active corrosion protection has been demonstrated for TCPs
compared to chromate conversion coatings25,32,33. Many different chemical solutions can
be used to deposit TCPs, but solutions that contain cobalt lead to improved corrosion
performance of TCPs in salt spray testing34,35. Despite the improvement seen by
additions of cobalt, a hexavalent chromium alternative that does not contain cobalt is
needed since the European Union already has some industrial restrictions on cobalt with
an expectation that even stricter regulations will be passed in the future36.
Improvement in corrosion performance of TCPs that contain cobalt has not been
consistently reported. Many studies test corrosion performance of passivated test
coupons by measuring the time it takes until white rust is observed on passivated ZnNi
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coatings, which varies from ~120 hours37 to ~450 hours30 for TCPs. Since some TCPs
without cobalt additions outperformed other TCPs with cobalt additions, a cobalt-free
TCP could be produced that would exhibit comparable performance to a cobaltcontaining TCP. Previous work on ZnNi coated SAE 1008 steel substrates showed that a
cobalt-free TCP performed just as well as a cobalt containing TCP38.
The goal of this research was to characterize the corrosion performance and
electrical contact resistance of a cobalt-containing and cobalt-free TCP on γ-phase ZnNi
coated Al 6061-T6 substrates. The TCP passivations were compared against a
commercial hexavalent chromium passivation to see if they could be considered a viable
alternative.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. SPECIMEN PREPATATION
Test coupons that were 254 mm by 76 mm by 1 mm were sectioned from a sheet
of Al6061-T6 as per MIL-DTL-81706B39. The sectioned panels were sent to a
commercial vendor for deposition of an electroless nickel layer that was nominally ~5
µm thick. Next, panels were immersed for five minutes in an aqueous solution
containing 90 mL/L of an alkaline cleaner (523-SC, Dipsol of America) at 55°C then
immersed for 60 s in an aqueous solution containing 40 wt% HCl and 60 g/L of a surface
activator (971-SC, Dipsol of America) at ambient temperature. A commercial -ZnNi
coating (IZ-C17+, Dipsol of America) was deposited by electroplating at 300 A/cm2 for
twenty-five minutes. Panels were then either left unpassivated (bare) or passivated with
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one of three coatings, a trivalent chromium passivation (TCP; IZ-264, Dipsol of
America), an experimental cobalt-free version of the TCP (Co-Free; modified IZ-264,
Dipsol of America), or a hexavalent chromium conversion coating (HexCr; IZ-258,
Dipsol of America). Depositions of passivations began with surface activation by
immersion for 15s in an aqueous solution containing 1 mL/L HCl followed by two rinses
of 30 s each in deionized (DI) water. Panels were then immersed in the deposition bath
for 90 s, drained for 25 s, followed by a 30 s rinse in DI water, a 30 s rinse in 71-82 °C
DI water, and drying at ambient temperature in ambient atmosphere. Prior to testing,
specimens were rinsed with acetone followed by DI water and allowed to dry for 24
hours. Some panels were scribed with an “X” to a depth of ~10 µm through the middle
of the panel using a 1/16” diameter endmill and a computerized numerical control
machine (Model 5400, Sherline Products Inc.).

2.2. CHARACTERIZATION
Electrical contact resistance was measured using a custom-built apparatus
consistent with MIL-DTL-81706B. The apparatus has a 1 in2 copper top electrode and a
2.4 in2 copper bottom electrode. Prior to measurements, the copper electrodes were
polished with 240 grit SiC paper (50-10015, Allied High Tech Products) for 30 seconds
then rinsed with soapy water and ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol (90.4%, Fisher
Scientific). The electrodes were then dried with a heat gun and allowed to sit for 24
hours prior to any measurements being taken. The power source for the resistance
measurements was a source measure unit (2450 Sourcemeter, Keithley 1.00 Amp, Power
Line Cycles = 10, 4-wire resistance measurement mode). Measurements were
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made at 10 points on the panel surface in the order and locations specified in MILDTL-81706B.
Salt spray exposure (SSE) was performed in a chamber (Cyclic Corrosion Tester,
Q-Fog) according to ASTM B117 with sodium hydroxide (10.0 N, Alfa Aesar) or
hydrochloric acid (36.5%, Fisher Scientific) added to maintain neutral pH40. Panels were
exposed to salt spray for 0, 168, 336, 500, or 1000 hours. Each passivation had three
panels for 0 hours exposure and one scribed panel at all other conditions except for
HexCr, which only had two panels at 0 hours and had no panels at 1000 hours because
three panels from the original set were not of acceptable quality. After undergoing SSE
for the pre-determined amounts of time, panels were removed from the chamber and
rinsed in DI water with light abrasion provided by a nitrile glove covered hand for either
30 seconds or until no salt was being removed from the surface, whichever was longer.

2.3. IMAGING
Specimens were imaged before and after SSE using a printer/scanner and a digital
optical microscope (KH-8700, Hirox). Computerized image analysis (ImageJ, 1.52a;
National Institute of Health) was used to determine the fraction of the panel area covered
by corrosion product on unscribed specimens by tracing the regions where corrosion
product was visible and dividing that by the total exposed area of the specimen. For
scribed specimens, computerized image analysis traced the corroded areas on the Xshaped scribes and divided the measured area by the total area of the scribe to determine
the extent of corrosion in scribed areas. The area density of cracks was determined
utilizing a method similar to ASTM E112-13 calculating the lineal mean intercept with
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computerized image analysis41. Electron microscopy specimens approximately 1 cm
by 1 cm for electron microscopy were cut from larger panels using a shear cutter and a
low speed saw (Isomet 11-1280-160, Buehler). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was
performed on two different instruments (S-4700, Hitachi or e-Line plus, RAITH).
Corrosion product from a Co-Free TCP specimen after 1000 hours SSE was analyzed via
X-ray diffraction (XRD; X’Pert Pro, Panalytical, Cu Kɑ = 1.540598 Å, fixed slit = 0.38
mm).
Liftouts for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were produced using
focused ion beam (FIB) milling (Scios, FEI) with a gallium source. A scanning TEM
(STEM; F20, Tecnai) was used to image liftout specimens. Liftouts were produced by
choosing a representative section of the surface and depositing platinum in a 15 µm by
1.5 µm rectangle with the electron beam at 5 kV and 1.4 nA beam current to a thickness
of 200 nm. The ion beam was then used at 30 kV and 0.28 nA beam current to deposit
platinum to a thickness of 1.5 µm. A 20 µm by 12 µm rectangle cross-section pattern
was then milled to a depth of ~6 µm with the ion beam at 30 kV and 21 nA and then
repeated on the other side. The sample was further milled from the edge of the platinum
to 1.5 µm away from the platinum on both sides at a current of 6.5 nA. A U-shaped cut
was made to almost separate the cross-section and a tungsten probe welded onto one
corner at the top with platinum. The liftout was removed by finishing the cut and welded
onto a Cu TEM grid post and thinned to electron transparency by tilting +/- 2° by using
2.8 nA beam currents for bulk removal followed by 0.46 nA currents for the final
thinning. The last step consisted of a 28 pA cleaning of each side at a 7° tilt for two
minutes.
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Computerized image analysis was used to measure passivation thickness by
drawing 30 lines perpendicular to the passivation on randomly selected parts of the
images and averaged over all images. Passivation morphology was characterized using
computerized image analysis by performing a fast Fourier transform on a section of the
image that only contained the passivation layer.

2.4. ELECTEROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION
A flat cell with a saturated calomel reference electrode (+0.244 V vs. SHE at
25°C) and 250mL of 0.6 M NaCl (Fisher Scientific, Granular USP/FCC) + 0.6 M
NH4(SO4)2 (Fisher Scientific, Certified ACS) pH 5.3 electrolyte was used for all
electrochemical testing. A potentiostat/galvanostat (Model 273A, Princeton Applied
Research) and a frequency response analyzer (SI 1255 HF, Solartron Instruments)
supplied the electrical signal for all electrochemical testing. Electrochemical tests were
performed in order of open circuit potential (OCP) measured for 4000 seconds, followed
by five replicates of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) from 105 to 10-2 Hz
at an amplitude of ±10 mV vs. OCP, and finished with a potentiodynamic polarization
(PDP) ranging from -0.3 V to 0.8 V and back to -0.3 V vs. OCP at a rate of 0.1667
mV/second. Each specimen had electrochemical testing performed three times on three
different areas to assess repeatability. OCP and PDP data were analyzed using CView
(3.5h, Scribner Associates) software to perform Tafel analysis at the corrosion potential
and correlating the data with observations of the flat cell made during the PDP. EIS data
was analyzed using ZView (3.5h, Scribner Associates) to fit equivalent circuit models
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and validate data using a Kramers-Kronig fit. Values obtained were averaged across
data obtained from each electrochemical test for each analyzed specimen.

3. RESULTS

3.1. APPEARANCE
The first aspect of the test specimens examined was the physical appearance after
different SSE times. Initially, test panels showed a mostly uniform appearance
throughout the interior sections of the panel while edges of the panels took on a darker
coloration that corresponded with increased open porosity left behind by gas evolution
during electroplating the ZnNi coating. The bare ZnNi panels had a light grey color, TCP
panels had a light blue appearance, Co-Free panels had a darker grey/light brown
appearance, and the HexCr panels had a dark brown appearance (Figure 1). Upon SSE
(Figure 2), bare ZnNi specimens were completely covered in white corrosion product, no
change in the appearance was noted for TCP after 1000 hours, Co-Free specimens
exhibited 39% corrosion coverage at 168 hours and complete uniform corrosion by 336
hours, and the HexCr panels showed a steady change in color towards more gray at every
step of SSE but no visible corrosion. Examination of Figures 1 and 2 demonstrates the
degree to which the HexCr panels change color and the difference in appearance between
the corrosion product present on the Co-Free vs. bare ZnNi specimens. For the unscribed
condition, TCP and HexCr offer excellent resistance to corrosion while Co-Free begins to
corrode at 168 hours and is then uniformly corroded at every condition after 168 hours,
although much less corroded than unpassivated ZnNi.
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When scribed panels underwent SSE, all panels except HexCr experienced at
least some degree of corrosion. Figure 3 shows how scribes affected the corrosion of all
passivated panels while Figure 4 shows representative optical micrographs of the scribed
sections demonstrating commonly observed features on all passivations. TCP had
moderate and increasing amounts of severe localized corrosion with areas of uniform
corrosion within the scribe ranging from surface area coverages of 20% for 168 hours,
43% for 336 hours, 51% for 500 hours, and 84% for 1000 hours of salt spray. TCP
showed mixed corrosion results across all SSE conditions with the areas of severe
localized corrosion marked by dark brown and white corrosion product visible within the
scribe, areas of a thin brown colored corrosion product, and areas where the metal was
still shiny and uncorroded. TCP also showed cracks around some of the corroded spots
within and outside of the scribe. Co-Free showed complete, 100% surface area corrosion
coverage of the scribed area at all levels of SSE with more severe corrosion within the
scribe compared with the passivated panel surface. Scribed HexCr panels initially looked
free of corrosion, but under microscopic inspection, small areas of corrosion product
were scattered throughout the scribe with increasing coverage of 11% corrosion coverage
area at 168 hours, 16% at 336 hours, and 24% at 500 hours.

3.2. ELECTRICAL CONTACT RESISTANCE
Comparisons of the electrical contact resistance of each specimen before and after
SSE showed TCP and HexCr maintained low resistance until 1000 hours SSE while CoFree maintained low resistance only until 168 hours SSE. Presented in Table 1 and
shown in Figure 5, unpassivated ZnNi had an average contact resistance of 0.063 ± 0.035
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mΩ prior to SSE but had the greatest electrical contact resistance after 168 hours of
SSE at 310 ± 470 Ω. With a standard deviation nearly 150% larger than the measured
average, the contact resistance measurements of heavily corroded samples were
unreliable. TCP showed the best contact resistance during corrosion with an initial
resistance of 0.5 ± 0.2 mΩ and a final resistance after 1000 hours SSE of 1.1 ± 0.3 mΩ.
Co-Free had an initial resistance of 0.5 ± 0.1 mΩ and only had a slight increase in
average resistance after 168 hours SSE to 1.2 ± 1.2 mΩ but with a large increase in
variability that began to make the measurements unreliable. After 336 hours, average
values and standard deviations both increased into the single ohm range representing an
increase of three orders of magnitude. HexCr had an average initial resistance of 6.4 ±
3.3 mΩ but decreased after 168 hours of hours SSE to 3.0 ± 1.5 mΩ and after 336 hours
of SSE to 2.8 ± 1.0 mΩ, but then increased after 500 hours of SSE to 4.2 ± 2.1 mΩ.

3.3. MORPHOLOGY
Examination via optical microscopy of the specimen surfaces before and after
SSE showed that Co-Free passivations initially had some cracks present that could only
be seen on ZnNi after corrosion had taken place. Figure 6 shows the initial state of the
passivations, which consists primarily of differences in color and cracks in Co-Free that
look similar to the cracks near the scribed locations of the TCP panels in Figure 4.
Measurement of the cracks in Co-Free showed the density was about 32 per mm. After
SSE, TCP had no discernable changes on the unscribed specimens for all conditions
while Co-Free specimens had a thin transparent layer of corrosion product across much
of the surface with isolated spots of crystalline platelets after 168 hours (Figure 7).
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Unpassivated ZnNi at all SSE times and Co-Free at times beyond 168 hours were
completely covered in a thick layer of corrosion product where some cracks could be
seen underneath the corrosion product on the ZnNi specimens. HexCr specimens showed
a change in color with some pores and removed portions of the ZnNi coating leaving
discolored streaks.
Scanning electron microscopy images showed little difference between ZnNi,
TCP, and Co-Free surfaces prior to SSE. The features in the corrosion product on CoFree after SSE were much larger than the underlying ZnNi features. Figure 8 shows that
prior to SSE the ZnNi coating had the roughest/most angular surface features while TCP
had the smoothest surface features. The cracks that were visible on the Co-Free optical
micrographs were not easily visible on the SEM images as the cracks generally followed
along the intergranular boundaries of the ZnNi coating. HexCr was found to have a
rough surface with cracks going visibly down into the passivation layer. After SSE, the
TCP specimens showed little difference aside from the presence of sub-micron structures
sparsely scattered across the surface believed to be salt that did not wash away during the
DI water rinse. The corroded Co-Free surface developed structures about five times
larger than the ZnNi nodules that originally comprised the surface which exhibited a
large amount of roughness and porosity.
Transmission electron microscopy images of the TCP and Co-Free specimens
taken before and after SSE showed that both passivations had similar thickness and
porosity prior to SSE. In Figure 9 the average measured thickness for TCP was 82 ± 20
nm before SSE and 74 ± 4 nm after 1000 hours. No signs of corrosion product were
observed at any SSE time for any of the TCP specimens. Internal porosity, which was
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also present in a previous study of the same passivations on 1008 steel substrates38, can
be seen throughout the passivation and consistently decreased after 1000 hours SSE. The
thickness of Co-Free was 72 ± 5 nm before SSE and exhibited corrosion product growth
until the passivation was completely replaced by an approximately 6 µm thick layer of by
1000 hours SSE that left no trace of the Co-Free passivation. Co-Free showed similar
initial internal porosity to the TCP. Both passivations were determined to be amorphous
according to a fast Fourier transform of diffraction patterns done on sections completely
contained within the passivation layer.
X-ray diffraction was utilized to investigate the corrosion product scraped from a
Co-Free TCP after 1000 hours of SSE. Analysis of the spectrum (Figure 10) indicated
that the corrosion product consisted of zinc carbonate hydroxide hydrate (Zn4CO3(OH)6
● H2O), zinc chloride hydroxide hydrate (Zn5(OH)8Cl2 ● H2O), and a small amount of
the underlying ZnNi substrate (Ni5Zn21). These findings were consistent with the
corrosion product of unpassivated ZnNi seen in a previous study38 by the authors.

3.4. ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION
OCPs of the passivations were compared after different SSE times and showed a
general trend of Co-Free having the most noble potential followed by HexCr and then
TCP. The top half of Figure 11 shows that before any SSE all passivations had OCPs
more noble than the 1.09 V OCP of unpassivated ZnNi indicating that none of the
passivations would initially provide galvanic protection to the underlying coating. Of
these initial values, Co-Free had the most noble at -0.97 ± 0.02 V, HexCr had -0.98 ±
0.02 V, and TCP had -1.04 ± 0.02 V. As SSE time was increased, Co-Free showed no
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change in OCP, the OCP for TCP increased until 336 hours to -0.98 ± 0.01 V, then
decreased to -1.01 ± 0.01 V at 500 hours, while HexCr increased until -0.93 ± 0.03 V at
336 hours, then decreased to -1.00 ± 0.01 V at 500 hours. Unpassivated ZnNi showed the
largest change during SSE increasing to -0.92 ± 0.01 V after 500 hours.
EIS scans showed a large degree of variability across repetitions of the same
samples. Validation via the Kramers-Kronig relations indicated that the data were not
valid over some portions of the frequency range tested but fit properly in the 100 - 105 Hz
range. For valid regions, variability resulted in model fits of parameters with relative
errors in excess of 100% and as such the data were not considered reliable in those
regions and excluded from analysis.
Tafel analysis of the PDP data for the passivations before and after SSE indicated
that TCP underwent a greater reduction in exchange current density than Co-Free. TCP
polarization resistance remained higher than Co-Free at all SSE times while HexCr was
consistently high at every exposure time. All passivations as well as the unpassivated
ZnNi exhibited a higher Tafel slope (βa and βc) on the cathodic vs. the anodic side (Table
2). The exchange current density, io, for Co-Free was 10.6 x 10-4A/cm2 before SSE and
5.2 x10-4A/cm2 after 500 hours SSE while TCP had 9.5x10-4 A/cm2 before SSE and
2.9x10-4 A/cm2 after SSE. The polarization resistance, Rp, was initially highest on bare
ZnNi at a value of 583 Ω/cm2 with HexCr having the next highest at 382 Ω/cm2, TCP at
290 Ω/cm2, and Co-Free with the lowest at 116 Ω/cm2. After 500 hours of SSE, ZnNi
resistance decreased to 76 Ω/cm2, TCP decreased to 136 Ω/cm2, Co-Free decreased to 80
Ω/cm2, and HexCr increased to 644 Ω/cm2.
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4. DISCUSSION

A previous study by Cho et al. showed that chromium-containing corrosion
product depositing in the cracks of trivalent chromium conversion coatings could inhibit
corrosion for 50 hours via anodic polarization testing and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy42. They found that microcracks in the conversion coating were the sites that
held the chromium-containing corrosion product until the corrosion product grew large
enough to cause the cracks to propagate to the substrate and lead to sudden, heavy
corrosion. A few differences exist between the study by Cho et al. and the current work
as Cho et al. studied TCP that contained cobalt and was 3 to 12 times thicker than the
TCP layer reported here. Since the present passivations were so much thinner but the
corrosive environment was similar, the same chromium-containing corrosion product
should still be formed whether cracks are present or not and would comprise a larger
relative volume of the passivation compared with Cho et al.
One of the differences between the Co-Free and TCP passivations was cracks into
the ZnNi layer that were present on the Co-Free but not on the TCP. The cracks may
seem like an obvious difference that would be responsible for the decreased corrosion
resistance of the Co-Free compared to the TCP; however, the previous study on steel
substrates found that neither crack density nor crack width correlated with the corrosion
performance of these two passivations on ZnNi coated SAE 1008 steel substrates38.
Furthermore, the chromium-containing corrosion product cited by Cho et al. could be
what is initially formed from the Co-Free passivation layer that then fractures and allows
growth of zinc carbonate hydroxide hydrate and zinc chloride hydroxide hydrate over the
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entire surface. This result would explain why the Co-Free samples have corrosion that
appears different from the unpassivated ZnNi and does not appear to originate from the
cracks. The last observation regarding cracks in the passivations is that HexCr showed
many more cracks than Co-Free but also had corrosion performance comparable to or
exceeding that of TCP. Since HexCr is known to inhibit corrosion through leaching of
Cr(VI) ions from the coating into solution that deposit on sites of active corrosion and
halt progression via reduction to Cr(III), the cracks could benefit the corrosion inhibition
mechanism by providing a greater surface area for Cr(VI) to dissolve and migrate to
corrosion sites43. For these reasons, cracks alone are not responsible for the difference in
corrosion performance.
The exchange current density and polarization resistance of Co-Free and TCP
were different before and after SSE. Both passivations start with similar exchange
current densities, but as the SSE time increased, the exchange current density of the TCP
decreased more than Co-Free, suggesting that any changes to the surface or formation of
corrosion product reduces current flow more in cobalt containing TCP passivation than in
the Co-Free passivation. While both passivations have a decrease in polarization
resistance after SSE, TCP always had a higher polarization resistance and less visible
corrosion than Co-Free. This indicates that the presence of cobalt in the passivation
results in a process that leads to a more corrosion resistant film.
Bare ZnNi had the lowest exchange current density and highest polarization
resistance of all specimens initially. After SSE, when a large amount of corrosion
product was visible, bare ZnNi had the highest current density and lowest polarization
resistance of all the specimens, reinforcing that passivation of the electroplated ZnNi
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coating prevents visible corrosion of the surface. HexCr started with a lower exchange
current density and higher polarization resistance among the passivations and showed
little change with SSE. Since the lowest current density and highest polarization
resistance of unpassivated ZnNi lead to the formation of large amounts of corrosion
product, the HexCr, TCP, and Co-Free passivations have exchange reaction(s) that
happen at a greater rate than ZnNi corrosion but does not produce visible corrosion
product.
The work of Hesamedini and Bund examined the oxidation of Cr(III) to Cr(VI) in
TCPs related to fluid filled internal porosity within the passivation layer33. They reported
that water filled porosity within the TCPs on Zn-coated steel heated in an oxygen
containing environment can result in oxidation of chromium species to the Cr(VI)
valence state. They concluded that the amount of oxidation was independent of the
presence of cobalt but depended upon the amount of porosity in a TCP, with more pores
promoting more oxidation through consumption of water. More Cr(VI) in a TCP allows
it to exhibit similar active corrosion protection as usually seen in HexCr, such as
observed in Guo and Frankel, and could explain the limited corrosion in the TCP scribed
specimens after SSE in this study25. The scribed sample results where the Co-Free failed
to protect the scribe and the TCP partially protected the scribe implies active corrosion
protection and that some of the exchange current density measured in TCP could be from
Cr(III) to Cr(VI) oxidation while the Co-Free exchange current density is caused by
formation of corrosion product. These results suggest that Cr(III) to Cr(VI) oxidation
depends upon cobalt contained in the passivation and not the porosity present in the
passivation while Hesamedini and Bund argue the opposite. However, when the Co-Free
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and TCP passivation were applied to ZnNi coated steel substrates in the previous
investigation, similar results to those from Hesamedini and Bund were obtained. This
suggests that oxidation of Cr(III) to Cr(VI) can be affected by an interaction with the
underlying substrate.
Three differences were observed among the specimens prepared for the previous
study of ZnNi coated SAE 1008 steel substrates and the present study: 1) substrate; 2) the
presence of a ~5 µm layer of electroless nickel between the ZnNi and substrate; and 3)
heat treatment. Because the aluminum substrate is beneath an electroless nickel layer, the
substrate is not be expected to have a direct effect on corrosion of the ZnNi coating
surface, although it is possible that the electroless nickel could interact with the corrosive
solution at areas where porosity or cracks in the ZnNi would allow the solution to reach
the electroless nickel layer. Since no localized corrosion was observed at cracks on CoFree and with nickel being more noble than zinc, exposure of nickel is not expected to
promote reaction of the ZnNi coating during corrosion. Another consideration is that the
low hydrogen embrittlement heat treatment that was performed on the steel specimens in
the previous study, but not the aluminum specimens in the present study, could play a
role through the oxidation mechanism reported by Hesamedini and Bund. More research
is needed to confirm this hypothesis. Given the data gathered in the present study, the
presence of cobalt influences the corrosion performance of the TCPs by being a
beneficial component in the oxidation of Cr(III) to Cr(VI). Since the work of
Hesamedini and Bund as well as the previous study done by the authors both used steel
substrates and found TCP corrosion resistance to be independent of Co in the coating, it
is apparent that oxidation of Cr(III) to Cr(VI) should depend upon an intermediate
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species that can be provided by steel substrates or cobalt, and as such TCPs on nonferrous substrates have corrosion performance improved by cobalt additions.
To answer the question of whether TCPs can be viable alternatives to commercial
HexCr for corrosion protection depends upon the requirements of MIL-DTL-8170639. A
viable alternative must have an electrical contact resistance of <5 mΩ after passivation
and <10 mΩ after 168 hours of SSE. Both the Co-Free and TCP were found to have
electrical contact resistances lower than HexCr up to 168 hours of SSE and as such are
considered viable alternatives although the extended SSE times and scribed samples tests
show that the cobalt-containing TCP offers the best protection.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Both cobalt free and cobalt containing TCPs were viable alternatives to HexCr for
ZnNi coated Al 6061-T6 based on the results of this study. The TCP offered a level of
corrosion protection comparable to HexCr while the Co-Free offered less protection and
had little evidence of active protection. The corrosion test results and electrochemical
data suggest that Co additions improve TCP coatings, which is potentially through
production of Cr(VI) species as evidenced by the limited active protection displayed by
the TCP. Future work will focus on the role of the ZnNi coating, substrate, electroless
nickel layer, and heat treatments on corrosion performance as well as measurement of the
Cr(VI) content in test specimens to determine whether oxidation of Cr(III) to Cr(VI) is
taking place.
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5 cm
ZnNi

TCP

Co-Free

HexCr

Figure 1. Test specimens as received after acetone cleaning but prior to any testing.

Figure 2. Progression of corrosion with increasing salt spray exposure time for all
passivation conditions. Markings on 168 hour SSE panels show where electrical contact
resistance measurements were made. Dark circles on bottom of ZnNi and Co-Free 500
hour panels are initial electrochemical tests taken before pictures.
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Figure 3. Scribed samples showing corrosion progression of the different passivations at
different levels of SSE. Non-metallic spots within scribe of HexCr panels are thin layers
of corrosion product that effectively prevent further corrosion.

Figure 4. Optical micrographs of specimen scribes to examine active corrosion protection
showing shiny metal and corroded patch on HexCr, typical corrosion within a Co-Free
scribe, sites of localized and uniform corrosion as well as an uncorroded patch on TCP at
168 hours SSE, as well as the cracks that were observed near some corroded spots on
TCP at 336 hours SSE.
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Figure 5. Electrical contact resistance of all samples before and after SSE with total
measured range and the difference between medians and means visible to demonstrate
variability. Lines marked 0 hours and 168 hours represent resistance requirements to
approve passivations from MIL-DTL-81706B.

Figure 6. Optical microscopy images of each specimen prior to any SSE. Aside from
color changes and the presence of cracks on Co-Free there is little difference between the
specimens.
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Figure 7. Selected images of specimens after SSE showing no change in TCP, platelet
crystals on Co-Free, pore activity on HexCr, and new cracks underneath the corrosion
product of bare ZnNi.

Figure 8. SEM images of the different specimens showing the observed differences
between them. The left column compares TCP, Co-Free, and ZnNi prior to SSE while
the right column shows the relative lack of change in TCP after 1000 hours SSE
compared with Co-Free. HexCr had a surface different from all the other samples, most
notably is had many large, deep cracks.
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Figure 9. TEM images from TCP and Co-Free liftouts showing the nature of the
passivations layers before and after SSE as well as the measured thicknesses at each
condition.

Figure 10. XRD spectrum of corrosion product from a Co-Free TCP sample after 1000
hours of SSE showing the zinc chloride hydroxide hydrate (X), zinc carbonate hydroxide
hydrate (O), and a small amount of the underlying ZnNi substrate (*).
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Figure 11. Graphs of OCPs (top) and PDP (bottom) curves comparing all passivations
with bare ZnNi before and after SSE exposure.

Table 1. Electrical Contact Resistance Averages and Standard Deviations for all
Passivations
Surface
SSE Time
0 Hours

168 Hours

336 Hours

500 Hours

1000 Hours

Bare ZnNi

TCP

Co-Free

HexCr

Average, mΩ

0.06

0.47

0.54

6.38

Std. Dev, mΩ

0.04

0.20

0.13

3.26

Average, mΩ

310000

1.50

1.23

2.97

Std. Dev, mΩ

470000

0.34

1.17

1.55

Average, mΩ

1300000

1.09

1600

2.84

Std. Dev, mΩ

4100000

0.60

2700

1.01

Average, mΩ

1300000

1.35

1700

4.18

Std. Dev, mΩ

3300000

0.85

4100

2.07

Average, mΩ

47000000

1.13

140

-

Std. Dev, mΩ

50000000

0.30

220

-
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Table 2. Tafel Analysis Parameter Values for All Specimens Before and After SSE
Co-Free 0

TCP 0

HexCr 0

ZnNi 0

Co-Free 500

TCP 500

HexCr 500

ZnNi 500

βa (mV)

237

136

88

69

157

120

69

277

βc (mV)

491

336

176

195

256

284

217

422

Io x 104
(A/cm2)

10.59

9.45

0.63

0.22

5.15

2.88

0.65

9.27

Eo (V)

-0.974

-1.011

-1.031

-1.097

-0.915

-1.001

-1.010

-0.913

Rp (Ω/cm2)

116

290

382

583

80

136

644
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III. EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT ON THE CHROMATE CONTENT
AND PERFORMANCE OF TRIVALENT CHROMIUM PASSIVATIONS ON γZnNi
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NahlawiΛ and Felix AlmodovarΛ

Missouri University of Science & Technology Ξ
401 W. 16th St.
101 Straumanis-James Hall
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ABSTRACT

The effects of heat treatment and Cr(VI) content on the corrosion performance of
trivalent chromium passivations on electroplated γ-ZnNi were examined. Prior to any
heat treatment, conventional trivalent chromium passivations had a Cr(VI) content of
~0.35 µg/mL while Co-free trivalent chromium passivations had Cr(VI) contents of less
than 0.01 µg/mL. After heat treatment at 80°C, the Cr(VI) content decreased to 0.13
µg/mL for trivalent chromium passivations but increased to 0.06 µg/mL for the Co-free
passivations. Heat treatment at 191ºC decreased the detected Cr(VI) to 0.10 µg/mL for
trivalent chromium passivations but increased the Cr(VI) content to 0.05 µg/mL for the
Co-free trivalent chromium passivations. A positive increase in electrochemical open
circuit potential values to ~-0.83-0.84 V was measured for both passivations after heat
treatment at 191°C. The corrosion performance of all passivations was found to improve
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as the Cr(VI) content increased. Corrosion resistance of trivalent chromium
passivations depends upon the amount of Cr(VI) present, which can be altered by the
composition of the deposition solution or heat treatment of the coatings.
Keywords: TCP, trivalent chromium passivation, hexavalent chromium, corrosion

1. INTRODUCTION

Various metals can be protected from corrosion by combinations of protective
sacrificial coatings and passivating treatments. Among passivating treatments,
hexavalent chromium stands out for its excellent corrosion resistance and active
corrosion inhibition, which can protect surfaces exposed by damage[1–4]. Unfortunately,
hexavalent chromium is toxic[5,6], an environmental contaminant[7], and a carcinogen[8,9].
These negative effects of hexavalent chromium are the primary motivation for research
into alternative passivations that remains active today[10,11]. One such alternative
passivation is based on trivalent chromium.
Trivalent chromium passivations (TCPs) have excellent corrosion resistance on
many different substrates[12–16]. While some evidence shows that TCPs can offer active
protection[13,17–19], TCPs do not perform as well as hexavalent chromium coatings in
some cases. Cobalt is a common additive in TCP deposition baths. The addition of cobalt
produces passivations that perform well in corrosive environments [20,21]. The role of
cobalt in enhancement of the corrosion protection of TCPs is not yet known. Previous
research in our group has studied the corrosion performance of electroplated γ-ZnNi
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passivated with conventional (i.e., cobalt-containing) and cobalt-free TCPs on steel[22],
and Al6061[19] substrates.
Our previous studies demonstrated that the corrosion protection mechanism of
TCPs on γ-ZnNi depends on substrate interactions and that the presence of cobalt
improves the performance of TCPs on non-ferrous substrates[19]. The mechanism
includes oxidizing Cr(III) to Cr(VI). However, Cr(VI) contents were not measured as
part of the previous study. In addition, a heat treatment step was used for the steel
substrates, but not for the Al6061 substrates, which further complicated analysis of the
corrosion protection mechanism.
Li and Swain[23] investigated the effect of heat treatment on TCP performance
using electrochemical testing. They found that heat treatment at 100°C for 12-18 hours
improved corrosion resistance through densification of the passivation, changes in the
chemical nature of Cr(III), and fewer defects in the aluminum oxide. Li and Swain also
found that increasing the heat treatment temperature to 155°C decreased the corrosion
resistance of the coating due to cracking and delamination of the coating from
dehydration and increased diffusivity through the passive layer. Hesamedini and Bund[18]
deduced that heat treatment resulted in a reaction between the passivation and
atmospheric O2 and H2O that could oxidize Cr(III) to Cr(VI) independent of the presence
of Co in the passivating layer. A different study by Li and Swain[24] identified more
noble intermetallic sites on the substrate as locations where O2 can be converted to H2O2
by a two-electron reduction reaction which could then oxidize Cr(III) to Cr(VI). The
goal of the present research was to measure the Cr(VI) content of TCP coatings on γ-
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ZnNi coated Al 6061 substrates with and without heat treatments to determine the
effect on corrosion performance.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1. SPECIMEN PREPARATION
Al6061-T6 sheets were sectioned into test panels that were 254 mm by 76 mm by
1 mm using a shear cutter. The sectioned panels were plated with a layer of electroless
nickel ~5 µm thick by a commercial vendor before having electroplated γ-ZnNi (IZC17+, Dipsol of America) applied using the procedure summarized in Table 1. The γZnNi was electroplated using a current density of 300 A/cm2 for twenty-five minutes to
produce a layer ~20 µm thick. Next, the panels were passivated with either a commercial
trivalent chromium passivation (TCP; IZ-264, Dipsol of America), or a cobalt-free
trivalent chromium passivation (Co-Free TCP; IZ-ASCF02, Dipsol of America). Some
panels were left unpassivated to act as a control to compare the studied passivation layers
against. Heat treatments chosen for the specimens were 80ºC for 30 minutes or 191ºC for
24 hours done in ambient atmosphere. The heat treatments were chosen to simulate
commercially used processes for automotive components (80ºC) and low hydrogen
embrittlement bakes for steel (191ºC). The procedure used to prepare panels, deposit
passivations, and heat treat coatings is outlined in Table 2. All specimens were cleaned
with acetone and rinsed with deionized (DI) water, then allowed to dry for twenty-four
hours before testing.
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Table 1. Sample cleaning and treatment for electroplating of the γ-ZnNi layer.
Step
Alkaline
Cleaning
Double Rinse
Surface
Activation
Double Rinse
Electroplating
Double Rinse

Parameter

Material

Temperature

Time

90 mL/L

523-SC, Dipsol of America

55°C

300 s

Ambient

30 s each

Ambient

60 s

Ambient
25°C
Ambient

30 s each
25 mins
30 s each

Deionized Water
40 wt%
HCl
60 g/L
971-SC, Dipsol of America
Deionized Water
300 A/cm2 IZ-C17+, Dipsol of America
Deionized Water

Table 2. Sample treatment for application and heat treatment of passivating trivalent
chromium coatings.
Step
Acid
Activation
Double
Rinse

Parameter

Material

Temperature

Time

1 mL/L

HCl solution

Ambient

15 s

-

Deionized Water

Ambient

30 s each

Drain
Rinse
Hot Rinse
Dry

pH 4.2
pH 4.0
-

IZ-264, Dipsol of America
IZ-ASCF02, Dipsol of America
Deionized Water
Deionized Water
-

Bake

-

-

25°C
25°C
Ambient
Ambient
71-82°C
Ambient
80°C
191°C

Passivation

90 s
25 s
30 s
30 s
Until Dry
30 mins
23 hrs

2.2. CHACTERIZATION
Specimens were exposed to neutral salt spray (Cyclic Corrosion Tester, Q-Fog) as
described in ASTM B117[25]. The neutral pH of the 5 wt% aqueous NaCl solution was
maintained by additions of either hydrochloric acid (36.5%, Fisher Scientific) or sodium
hydroxide (10.0 N, Alfa Aesar). Salt spray exposure (SSE) was performed in one week
(168 hours) intervals. After removal from the chamber, test coupons were rinsed with DI
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water for thirty seconds or until no visible salt remained on the surface, whichever took
place first. Specimens were dried with compressed air after rinsing and had a 35 mm by
75 mm section removed for analysis. Visual inspection of test panels resulted in removal
from further SSE if a majority of the panel was covered by corrosion product, otherwise
panels were put back into the chamber for another 168 hours of SSE.
The amount of Cr(VI) in the passivations was measured quantitatively using a
modified version of the screening boiling test for hexavalent chromium in surfaces listed
by the Danish Environmental Protection Agency from IEC 62321. Three types of
aqueous solutions were used in the hexavalent chromate analysis. The first was 75 wt%
phosphoric acid, the second was 1,5-diphenylcarbazide indicator, and the third was
Cr(VI) standards. The solutions were produced as follows:
1. 350 mL of 85 wt% phosphoric acid (Acros Organic) was added to 125 mL of
DI water in a 500 mL flask and topped to 500 mL with DI water to produce 75
wt% phosphoric acid solution
2. 1.0g of 1,5-diphenylcarbazide (Certified ACS, Fisher Scientific) was added to
100 mL of acetone (HPLC-UV grade, Pharmco) with 1 drop of acetic acid
(99.7%, Sigma Aldrich) and mixed until dissolved to produce the indicator
solution
3. 0.113g of potassium dichromate (99%, Acros Organic) was added to 1000 mL
of DI water and mixed, then 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, or 2.5 mL of that solution were
added to 450 mL of DI water and brought to 500 mL with DI water to produce
the standards containing 0.04 µg/mL, 0.08 µg/mL, 0.12 µg/mL, 0.16 µg/mL,
and 0.2 µg/mL of Cr(VI).
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Chromate analysis was performed by placing a coating with 50 ± 5 cm2 of
exposed surface area in a beaker with 50 mL of DI water with a layer of boiling stones.
The beaker was covered with a watch glass and brought to a boil for 10 minutes. After
boiling the resulting solution was transferred to a sample container and filled to 50 mL
with DI water and manually swirled for 15 seconds. One mL of 75 wt% phosphoric acid
solution was added to the test solution and swirled for 15 seconds followed by removal of
1 mL of test solution into a 1 cm cuvette as a blank for analysis. Then, 1 mL of 1,5diphenylcarbazide indicator solution was added to the test solution and swirled manually
for 15 seconds followed by removal of 1 mL of test solution into a 1 cm cuvette for
analysis. As specimens were sectioned following each SSE exposure time to produce
analytical samples, only enough material was available to run each DPC test once per test
condition.
UV-VIS spectrophotometry of the solutions was performed using a Thermo
Scientific Genesys 10UV that was calibrated using the Cr(VI) standards described above
with the calibration curve shown in the Appendix. All samples were tested immediately
after preparation with a time of no longer than 20 minutes between boiling and finished
analysis. For analysis, the blank was analyzed first followed by the sample. The
concentration of chromate was determined by subtracting the absorbance of the blank
from the sample value. Due to the amount of material required for analysis, only one
sample was produced from each test specimen.
Validation of this Cr(VI) detection method was performed by taking a section of
an TCP panel with no heat treatment that had 0 hours of SSE and repeating the test on the
same panel to see if any Cr(VI) would be present after boiling in the first test. Results of
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this test detected 0.377 µg/mL Cr(VI) on the first 10 minute boil and 0.011 µg/mL on
the second boil, an amount below the limit of detection for the analytical method. If the
0.011 µg/mL is assumed to be entirely signal and not noise, then the 10 minute
immersion in boiling water should recover ~97% of Cr(VI) in the TCP layers.

2.3. IMAGING
Corrosion progress and coating morphology were examined before and after SSE
by imaging using a printer/scanner and digital optical microscope (KH-8700, Hirox).
Computerized image analysis (ImageJ, 1.52a; National Institute of Health) was used to
determine the area fraction of exposed surface covered in corrosion product or exhibiting
discoloration after rinsing and drying following every interval of SSE. Area fraction was
calculated by tracing corroded or discolored regions of each specimen with the polygon
tool and dividing by the total exposed area. Any test panel exhibiting corrosion across
the entire surface was not further analyzed.

2.4. ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION
All electrochemical testing was performed using 250 mL of 0.6 M NaCl (Fisher
Scientific, Granular USP/FCC) + 0.6 M NH4(SO4)2 (Fisher Scientific, Certified ACS)
electrolyte at a pH of 5.3 in a flat cell with a saturated calomel reference (SCE) electrode
(+0.244 V vs. SHE at 25°C). The electrical signal was provided by a
potentiostat/galvanostat (Model 273A, Princeton Applied Research) for open circuit
potential (OCP) and potentiodynamic polarization (PDP). First, OCPs were measured for
7200 seconds followed by PDPs that swept from -0.3V to 0.8V vs. OCP at a rate of
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0.1667 mV/second. Electrochemical tests were performed in triplicate for
repeatability. Analysis of OCP and PDP data utilized CView (3.5h, Scribner Associates)
software to compare results across test conditions and correlate data to corrosion
performance. All electrochemical data reported are values averaged across valid
collected data sets for each specimen.

3. RESULTS

3.1. APPEARANCE
The initial appearance of the test coupons varied among all experimental
conditions with the greatest differences due to the heat treatment. Figure 1 shows
representative test coupons before testing or SSE. The bare ZnNi specimens had a dull
grey color with shiny reflective interior regions surrounded by matte edges. Specimens
with a TCP coating had a darker purple-blue appearance after the 80°C heat treatment.
Increasing the heat treatment to 191°C resulted in a strong brown color with some purple
regions throughout. Specimens with a Co-free TCP coating showed little change in
appearance between heat treatments and held a light-blue color with some purple regions.
After 168 hours of SSE, some corrosion was observed on all specimens. The
unpassivated ZnNi panels were fully covered in corrosion product. The Co-free TCP
heat treated at 80°C had 41 ± 7% area covered in corrosion product while the Co-free
TCP at 191°C had 26 ± 10% area covered in corrosion product. The TCP specimens heat
treated at 80°C exhibited 10 ± 1% of the area covered in discoloration. The TCP heat
treated at 191°C had a similar amount of discoloration at 8 ± 1%.
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5 cm
TCP

TCP

CoFree

CoFree

Bare

80°C

191°C

80°C

191°C

ZnNi

Figure 1. Visual appearance of test specimens showing the differences between heat
treated passivating coatings.

After 336 hours of SSE, all specimens showed more signs of corrosion (Figure 2).
For the passivated specimens, the Co-free TCP specimens heat treated at 191°C had less
corrosion than the Co-free TCP specimens heat treated at 80°C with 42 ± 5% corrosion
coverage compared with 55 ± 6%. The TCP specimens heat treated at 80°C showed
more visible corrosion than at 168 hours SSE with 27 ± 6%. TCP specimens heat treated
at 191°C exhibited 9 ± 1% corrosion coverage.
The TCP specimens retained a similar appearance after 336 hours of SSE. The
TCP specimens heat treated at 80°C showed multiple streaks of color change while the
TCP specimens heat treated at 191°C showed multiple scattered areas of color change. In
contrast to TCP specimens, all of the Co-free TCP specimens had visible corrosion
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product on the surfaces. As a result, the Co-free TCP specimens did not undergo
additional SSE after 336 hours.

5 cm
TCP

TCP

CoFree

CoFree

Bare

80°C

191°C

80°C

191°C

ZnNi

Figure 2. Test specimens after 336 hours of SSE. The marked areas were guides to
section the samples for later analysis.

The TCP specimens were returned to the salt spray chamber and exposed for a
total of 672 hours of SSE. After this extended time, the panels were not completely
covered in corrosion product and were returned to the salt spray chamber for 1000 hours
of total salt spray exposure. The TCP specimen heat treated at 80°C was removed for
being nearly completely covered in discoloration at 1000 hours of SSE and the remaining
samples placed back into the chamber for SSE until failure. The TCP specimens heat
treated at 191°C lasted until 1359 hours of SSE before developing visible corrosion
product across their entire exposed surface. After 1359 hours of SSE, there were no more
specimens that resisted corrosion resulting in no further tests.
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3.2. MORPHOLOGY
Optical micrographs taken prior to SSE are shown in Figure 3. The sample
morphology at this scale was dominated by ZnNi features that grew from roll marks of
the underlying Al 6061 substrate during electroplating. The most notable difference was
that the Co-free TCP specimens had cracks through the ZnNi coating. In contrast, the
TCP specimens and bare ZnNi specimens had no visible cracks. After SSE, specimens
other than bare ZnNi showed localized areas of both pristine and corroded surfaces.

191°C

TCP

80°C

100 µm

100 µm

100 µm

Co-Free

100 µm

100 µm

Bare ZnNi

Figure 3. Optical micrographs of specimens taken at 1000X magnification prior to SSE.
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Figure 4 shows micrographs of specimen regions that appear to have either
corrosion product or visible color change after visual inspection after 336 hour SSE.
Corroded bare ZnNi surfaces developed numerous cracks underneath the corrosion
product.

80°C

TCP

191°C

200 µm

200 µm

200 µm

Co-Free

200 µm

200 µm

Bare ZnNi

Figure 4. Optical micrographs of visibly corroded areas of specimens taken at 500X
magnification after 336 hours SSE.

The heavily corroded regions of the Co-free TCP specimen heat treated at 191°C
exhibited a similar appearance. Areas with cracks present sometimes had visible
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corrosion product nearby as seen in most images, but pristine regions with cracks also
existed on the specimens. Some instances of color change or corrosion product had no
obvious flaw nearby such as the images shown for Co-free TCP specimens heat treated at
80°C that are shown in Figure 4.

3.3. ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION

a

b

c

d

Figure 5. OCPs, and PDPs of non-corroded test specimens. a) and c) are the OCP and
PDP of TCP specimens, b) and d) are the OCP and PDP of Co-free TCP specimens.

Electrochemical tests were performed on non-corroded samples to establish initial
responses and for comparison with observed corrosion performance and electrochemical
testing of corroded specimens. Heat treatment temperature had a significant effect on
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OCP values (Figure 5). In addition, differences were noted in OCPs between TCP and
Co-free TCP that were heat treated at 80°C. The most noble OCPs were for passivations
heat treated at 191°C with -0.83 V for TCP and -0.84 V for Co-free TCP. The OCPs for
specimens heat treated at 80°C were ~100 – 160 mV more negative with values of -0.99
V for TCP and -0.93 V for Co-free TCP.

Table 3. Tafel parameters from PDPs of test specimens.
βa (mV)
βc (mV)
Io x 10-5
(A/cm2)
Eo (V)
Rp (Ω/cm2)

TCP 80°C

TCP 191°C

CoF 80°C

CoF 191°C

ZnNi

97 ± 8
172 ± 39

71 ± 29
137 ± 56

146 ± 2
157 ± 0

82 ± 6
169 ± 16

101 ± 5
222 ± 55

6.33 ± 1.73

18.4 ± 16.0

24.1 ± 0.49

20.7 ± 7.26

6.56 ± 1.41

-0.99 ± 0.01
427 ± 51

-0.83 ± 0.00
106 ± 24

-0.93 ± 0.00
126 ± 2

-0.84 ± 0.00
121 ± 31

-1.00 ± 0.01
474 ± 42

Mirroring the results of the OCPs, clear separation was observed in the
polarization curves based upon the temperature of the heat treatment as shown in Figure
5c) for TCP and Figure 5d) for Co-free. For TCP the lowest corrosion current density
was measured for the 80°C heat treated specimens with an average ~6.3 x 10-5 A/cm2.
Higher average corrosion current densities were observed for the TCP heat treated at
191°C with ~18 x 10-5 A/cm2. The Co-free TCP specimens had generally higher average
corrosion current densities than the equivalent TCP specimens with ~24 x 10-5 A/cm2 for
heat treatment at 80°C and ~21 x 10-5 A/cm2 for heat treatment at 191°C. All Tafel
parameters are summarized in Table 3.
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3.4. Cr(VI) MEASUREMENT
Chromate testing was performed for the TCP and Co-free TCP coatings at SSE
exposure times ranging from 0 hours (as-heat treated passivations) until the point at
which the panels were fully corroded to track the Cr(VI) content in the specimens.
Figure 6 shows the combined results and revealed that the TCP specimens contained
more Cr(VI) in the passivation layer at all times compared to the Co-free TCP specimens.
The Cr(VI) content decreased as SSE time increased for both types of passivation, and
both heat treatments.

Figure 6. Cr(VI) concentrations after DPC boil test for specimens with and without heat
treatment.
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Chromate analysis was also performed on passivations that were deposited on
γ-ZnNi coated Al6061-T6 that had not undergone heat treatment. These panels were part
of a previous study of corrosion behavior[19]. The purpose of this analysis was to
determine if heat treatment affected the Cr(VI) content. The levels of Cr(VI) detected
(Figure 6) show that TCP specimens with no heat treatment had higher initial levels of
Cr(VI) and higher Cr(VI) content was maintained throughout SSE. Heat treatment
resulted in a decrease in Cr(VI) content. In contrast, Co-free TCP specimens showed an
opposite trend with heat treatment as the specimen without heat treatment had Cr(VI)
contents close to the margin of error for the boil test (< 0.005 µg/mL) revealing that heat
treating the Co-free TCP resulted in an increase in Cr(VI) content.

4. DISCUSSION

The heat treated TCP panels had decreased corrosion resistance and the heat
treated Co-free TCP panels had improved corrosion resistance compared to non-heat
treated panels described in a previous study[19]. The color change associated with heat
treatment of both passivations indicated that chemical or structural changes were induced
by the heat treatments. The non-heat treated TCP samples exhibited little to no corrosion
for up to 1000 hours of SSE while the heat treated TCP samples showed increasing
discoloration and eventual corrosion product build up during SSE. Hence, heat treatment
degraded the corrosion performance for TCP. Co-free TCP panels demonstrated a
significant difference in appearance and improved corrosion performance after heat
treatment. Heat-treated Co-free TCP specimens had mixed corroded and uncorroded
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areas while non-heat treated specimens exhibited uniform corrosion after 168 hours
SSE. Based on corrosion behavior, heat treatment alters the passivation layer and can
either help or hinder corrosion performance.
Chromate contents of passivations showed excellent correlation to corrosion
performance. Samples that had higher measured Cr(VI) contents resisted corrosion
longer in SSE while samples with lowest Cr(VI) contents exhibited the greatest
corrosion. Hence, the Cr(VI) content of the passivation is an important factor in
determining corrosion performance. In addition, non-heat treated TCP contained the
highest concentrations of Cr(VI), while the non-heat treated Co-free TCP did not contain
a measurable concentration of Cr(VI). Based on that observation, the presence of Co in
the TCP layer promotes formation of Cr(VI) species. Heat treating Co-free TCPs
increased the Cr(VI) concentration through a thermal oxidation mechanism observed
previously,[26] shown in Equation 1, and likely the same mechanism taking place in the
study by Hesamedini and Bund[18]. Heat treating TCPs results in a process that reduced
the Cr(VI) which has also been observed in hexavalent chromium conversion coatings
(CCCs) and attributed to structural changes limiting mobility of Cr(VI)[27,28].
2Cr2O3 + 3O2 → 4CrO3

(1)

Since both thermal oxidation and reduction of Cr(VI) mobility should happen in
both coatings during heat treatment, the difference in measured Cr(VI) should be caused
by the difference in initial Cr(VI) concentration in both coatings. As these mechanisms
compete and effect measured Cr(VI) in opposite directions, it is apparent that some
equilibrium detectable concentration is reached where both mechanisms are in balance
with each other. If both heat treatments were sufficient to fully oxidize the maximum
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amount of Cr(III) and maximally restrict Cr(VI) mobility, then the only difference in
measured Cr(VI) concentration should be due to differences in initial Cr(VI)
concentration. This should make it clear that cobalt used in the deposition of TCPs
results in an increase in Cr(VI) concentration prior to any subsequent treatment. The
differences in appearance and corrosion coverage on the heat treated TCP specimens
suggests that the 80°C heat treatment is not sufficient to fully alter the coatings.
The large difference in Cr(VI) concentrations of heat treated TCP coatings
compared with non-heat treated suggests that the primary mechanism resulting in a
measured concentration difference is restriction of Cr(VI) mobility for TCP. The
measured Cr(VI) concentration in Co-free TCP coatings does not change as much as nonheat treated specimens, which implies that the effect of Cr(III) to Cr(VI) oxidation should
only account for a small difference in corrosion performance, seen when comparing nonheat treated Co-free TCP to heat treated Co-free TCP. It follows that the difference in
corrosion performance after heat treating TCP coatings must be attributed to reduction in
Cr(VI) mobility as evidenced by non-heat treated TCP having no noticeable corrosion at
168 hours despite having similar measured Cr(VI) to the heat treated TCPs that exhibited
some corrosion.
The cracks and defects in the coating system, such as those seen in the Co-free
TCP samples in Figure 3, should affect the corrosion performance if the mechanism
regarding diffusive pathways identified by Li and Swain is valid. Both the present study
and a previous study done by our group[19] showed that the Co-free TCP coatings
contained cracks. Further, the presence of cracks correlated with poor corrosion
performance on Al6061 substrates, but prior work[22] on steel substrates heat treated at
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191°C found no correlation with the presence of cracks or crack density since the Cofree TCP performed just as well as the TCP. The excellent correlation of Cr(VI) content
to corrosion performance regardless of sample morphology indicates that TCP coatings
exhibit enough active protection from the corrosion inhibiting mechanism of Cr(VI) to
overcome the negative effects of imperfections or defects in the underlying coating.
Two effects could contribute to the differences observed between the corrosion
performance of TCP and Co-free TCP passivations that were heat treated. The
electrochemical data showed an increase in Ecorr with increasing heat treatment
temperature, which indicates that the passive coating became more protective of the
underlying substrate after heat treatment. However, icorr also increased with increasing
heat treatment temperature, which indicated a greater exchange of electrons for heat
treated passivations, yet they exhibited less corrosion than bare ZnNi specimens. The
TCP heat treated at 191ºC showed the greatest resistance to corrosion of the heat treated
specimens but also had an icorr ~3 times larger than the TCP at the 80ºC heat treatment.
Since the largest visual difference was observed between the 80ºC and 191ºC heat
treatments on TCP and icorr values for the Co-free TCP specimens showed little difference
with heat treatment, the TCP icorr differences must result from chemical changes
influenced by the presence of cobalt in the passivation. This could be explained by
CoOOH providing the brown color after oxidation during the 191ºC heat treatment. Any
CoOOH present would have reacted with the acidic electrolyte during electrochemical
testing to result in the increased icorr. Assuming the cobalt present in the TCP layers is
initially in a Co(II) valence state as Co(OH)2, it would be expected that some of the
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cobalt oxidizes to Co(III) to produce the mixed oxyhydroxide as seen when
synthesizing cobalt nanodiscs[29].
The larger cathodic Tafel slope indicated that the passivation acted as a cathodic
inhibitor. Since the cathodic Tafel slope did not change significantly with heat treatment
temperature, the Cr(VI) species produced by heat treatment presumably react at cathodic
sites located inside of the cracks and other diffusive pathways to form a protective
chromium-containing corrosion product similar to the mechanism identified by Cho et
al.[30]. This mechanism correlates with the improvement in corrosion performance for
heat treated Co-free TCP compared to non-heat treated Co-free TCP. However, the
greater improvement in corrosion performance on steel substrates compared to aluminum
substrates suggests that another factor is influencing corrosion performance. Further
research investigating interaction of the substrate with the ZnNi coating will be needed to
identify the cause of this substrate dependent corrosion difference.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The effects of heat treatment and Cr(VI) content were studied for TCP and Cofree TCP coatings. Both the presence of cobalt in the passivation and heat treatment of
the specimens were found to affect the Cr(VI) content of the passivating layers, which
had a direct correlation to corrosion performance. A shift in open circuit potential to more
positive values with heat treatment was measured, which indicated better protection of
the underlying substrate. Specimens with the highest Cr(VI) contents performed the best
in SSE while specimens with the lowest performed the worst. The presence of cobalt in
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the as-deposited TCPs increased their Cr(VI) content, which then decreased after heat
treatment. When cobalt was not present, Cr(VI) species increased after heat treatment,
but not enough to match the corrosion protection for TCP coatings, which had higher
Cr(VI) contents that the Co-free TCP at all test conditions. Difference in corrosion
performance of TCP coatings with heat treatment was attributed to reduction in Cr(VI)
mobility through dehydration of the coating.
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ABSTRACT

Chromium and cobalt surface species and Cr(VI) content were determined in
trivalent chromium passivations on electroplated γ-ZnNi coated steel substrates to
investigate how cobalt in the passivation, an electroless nickel layer between the ZnNi
and steel, and a 191°C heat treatment affect corrosion performance. Trivalent chromium
passivations without cobalt exhibited primarily Cr(OH)3 and Cr2O3 with small amounts
of CrO3 present regardless of heat treatment, electroless nickel layer presence, or salt
spray exposure time. Cobalt-containing trivalent chromium passivations exhibited
predominantly Cr(OH)3 with greater amounts of Cr2O3 and less CrO3 compared to
passivations without cobalt. Analysis of cobalt species indicated that cobalt is almost
entirely Co(OH)2 or CoO with occasional CoOOH or Co3O4. Heat-treated cobalt-free
trivalent chromium passivation had the lowest Cr(VI) content at all exposure times
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initially containing 0.9 ± 0.6 ng/cm2 and decreasing slightly to 0.5 ± 0.2 ng/cm2 after
504 hours salt spray exposure. Cobalt-free trivalent chromium passivation without heat
treatment and cobalt-containing trivalent chromium passivation regardless of heattreatment had similar amounts of Cr(VI) beginning with 5.4-7.1 ng/cm2 at 0 hours and
decreasing to 1.3-2.7 ng/cm2 after 336 hours salt spray exposure. Heat-treated trivalent
chromium passivation had an increase of Cr(VI) to 13.1 ± 0.6 ng/cm2 after 504 hours
while both passivations without heat treatment remained at similar levels. Corrosion
performance was found to be unaffected by the electroless nickel layer, inconsistently
affected by heat treatment, and did not directly correlate with Cr(VI) content. Divalent
cobalt was found to facilitate production of Cr(VI) during corrosive exposure leading to
superior performance of cobalt-containing trivalent chromium passivations at exposures
>336 hours.

Keywords: corrosion, trivalent chromium, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, diphenyl
carbazide, hexavalent chromium

1. INTRODUCTION

Corrosion protection of metals is commonly achieved through the use of
passivating treatments and sacrificial coatings. Hexavalent chromium is a long used
passivating treatment well-known for its active corrosion inhibiting effects[1–3].
However, the environmental consequences[4], carcinogenic effects[5,6], and human
toxicity[7,8] of hexavalent chromium leave it as an undesirable solution to corrosion
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problems despite its excellent performance. Alternative passivations have been the
subject of many research studies[9,10] and has resulted in a number of potential
solutions. One of these potential solutions is trivalent chromium.
Many studies have investigated the corrosion resistance of trivalent chromium
passivations (TCPs) on different substrates, most commonly steel, galvanized steel, and
aluminum alloys[11–16]. TCPs commonly have cobalt added to the deposition bath to
improve corrosion performance[17–19], but the exact role of cobalt has not been fully
elucidated. There has been some evidence of active protection on TCPs[12,20–22] which
has led to the suggestion that hexavalent chromium could be present in these trivalent
passivations with an amount influenced by cobalt in the TCP. Unfortunately, attempts to
find Cr(VI) in TCP coatings has not always detected a measurable amount.
Heat treatment effects on TCPs have been investigated by a few researchers on
aluminum and steel alloys[21,23,24]. The first aluminum alloy study by Li and Swain
investigated effects of different temperatures and different times on TCP corrosion
performance and attributed changes in corrosion resistance to densification, cracking,
dehydration, and chemical changes in the passive layer. The second aluminum study by
Li and Swain implicated noble intermetallic sites as being areas where H2O2 can form
from O2 and then oxidize Cr(III) to Cr(VI). A study by Hesamedini and Bund on
galvanized steel suggested that O2 and H2O can oxidize Cr(III) at elevated temperatures
independently of cobalt content. All studies suggest that Cr(VI) is important to TCP
corrosion performance and that heat treatments should be beneficial to corrosion
performance via increased Cr(VI) production, although the first study by Li and Swain
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cautions that too high of a heat treatment can crack the passive layer and thus reduce
corrosion resistance through increased diffusivity through the passive layer.
Our group has previously investigated TCPs with and without cobalt on γ-ZnNi
coated SAE 1008 steel[25] and Al6061-T6 aluminum[22] substrates to identify factors
affecting the corrosion performance of TCPs. Signs of active corrosion protection,
inconsistent corrosion performance results, and processing differences between the two
substrates led us to run another study where the Cr(VI) content was measured on γ-ZnNi
coated Al6061 substrates with and without heat treatment[26]. The results of this study
indicated that the corrosion performance of TCPs correlated well with the Cr(VI) content
detectable in the bulk of the passivation, cobalt-containing TCPs have higher Cr(VI)
contents than cobalt-free, and heat treatments can affect the Cr(VI) content in opposite
ways based on the presence of cobalt. However, the inconsistent results between the
earlier steel and aluminum substrate studies and the fact that the aluminum samples could
not be produced with an electroless nickel (EN) layer that is not present on the steel
substrates led us to examine the same passivations on SAE 1008 steel substrates with an
EN layer between the steel and the γ-ZnNi coating. We also wanted to verify the Cr(VI)
measurements with XPS and investigate the type of Cr and Co species present in the
passivations at different salt spray exposure (SSE) times.
The goal of this research was to investigate the chemical changes of the passive
layer and Cr(VI) content after SSE under conditions of cobalt in the passivation, EN layer
presence, and heat treatment on γ-ZnNi coated SAE 1008 steel substrates to determine the
effect on corrosion performance.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1. SPECIMEN PREPARATION
SAE 1008 coupons measuring 152 mm by 76 mm by 1 mm were used as test
specimens. The coupons were either plated with a layer of electroless nickel (EN) ~10
µm thick or left bare and then electroplated with γ-ZnNi (IZ-C17+, Dipsol of America)
applied using the series of steps in Table 1. Electroplating of the γ-ZnNi was performed
at a current density of 0.03 A/cm2 for twenty-five minutes to plate a thickness of ~20 µm.
Following ZnNi plating the panels were passivated with one of two treatments, a
commercial trivalent chromium passivation (TCP; IZ-264, Dipsol of America), or a
cobalt-free trivalent chromium passivation (Co-Free TCP; IZ-ASCF02, Dipsol of
America). Lastly, one set of EN plated panels for each passivation and the panels with no
EN layer were heat treated at 191ºC for 24 hours done in ambient atmosphere. The heat
treatment is a commercially used processes for low hydrogen embrittlement bakes on
steel. Table 2 outlines the procedure used for cleaning, passivating, and heat treating the
relevant panels. An acetone cleaning and deionized water (DI) rinse followed by twentyfour hours of drying was used on all specimens prior to testing. The final batch of
specimens was separated into six categories to describe the different experimental
conditions and given shorthand identifiers as listed:
1. EN TCP 191ºC – EN-plated, IZ-264 TCP, heat-treated specimens
2. EN Co-free TCP 191ºC – EN-plated, IZ-ASCF02 TCP, heat-treated specimens
3. EN TCP no heat - EN-plated, IZ-264 TCP, no heat treatment
4. EN Co-free TCP no heat - EN-plated, IZ-ASCF02 TCP, no heat treatment
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5. TCP 191ºC – IZ-264 TCP, heat-treated specimens
6. Co-free TCP 191ºC – IZ-ASCF02 TCP, heat-treated specimens

Table 1. Sample cleaning and treatment for electroplating of the γ-ZnNi layer.
Step
Alkaline
Cleaning
Double Rinse
Surface
Activation
Double Rinse
Electroplating
Double Rinse

Parameter

Material

Temperature Time

90 mL/L

523-SC, Dipsol of America

55°C

300 s

40 wt%
60 g/L
0.03 A/cm2
-

Deionized Water
HCl
971-SC, Dipsol of America
Deionized Water
IZ-C17+, Dipsol of America
Deionized Water

Ambient

30 s each

Ambient

60 s

Ambient
25°C
Ambient

30 s each
25 mins
30 s each

Table 2. Sample treatment for application and heat treatment of passivating trivalent
chromium coatings.
Step
Acid
Activation
Double
Rinse
Passivation
Drain
Rinse
Hot Rinse
Dry
Bake

Parameter

Material

Temperature

Time

1 mL/L

HCl solution

Ambient

15 s

-

Deionized Water

Ambient

30 s each

pH 4.2
pH 4.0
-

IZ-264, Dipsol of America
IZ-ASCF02, Dipsol of America
Deionized Water
Deionized Water
-

25°C
25°C
Ambient
Ambient
71-82°C
Ambient
191°C

90 s
25 s
30 s
30 s
Until Dry
24 hrs

2.2. CHACTERIZATION
Neutral salt spray (Cyclic Corrosion Tester, Q-Fog) was used to test corrosion
performance as described in ASTM B117[27]. The pH of the 5 wt% aqueous NaCl
solution was controlled by pH adjustment through hydrochloric acid (36.5%, Fisher
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Scientific) or sodium hydroxide (10.0 N, Alfa Aesar) additions. Panels remained in
salt spray exposure (SSE) for one week (168 hours) intervals across a total of 4 weeks
(672 hours). The test coupons were rinsed with DI water for thirty seconds, or until no
visible salt remained on the surface after removal from the chamber. Drying after rinsing
was done with compressed air followed by visual inspection and imaging. At each oneweek interval, panels were removed from the chamber and labelled with their extent of
SSE to be sectioned for further analysis while the remaining specimens were placed back
into the chamber for another week.
Bulk Cr(VI) in the passivations was measured quantitatively by using 1,5diphenylcarbazide and UV-Vis spectrophotometry on solution obtained by boiling
exposed coupon surface in acidic solution to leach the hexavalent chromium. Four types
of aqueous solutions were used in the hexavalent chromate analysis. The first was 75
wt% phosphoric acid, the second was 1,5-diphenylcarbazide indicator, the third was
Cr(VI) standards, and the fourth was 5 wt% NaF solution. The solutions were produced
as follows:
1. 350 mL of 85 wt% phosphoric acid (Acros Organic) was added to 125 mL of
DI water in a 500 mL flask and topped to 500 mL with DI water to produce 75
wt% phosphoric acid solution.
2. 1.0g of 1,5-diphenylcarbazide (Certified ACS, Fisher Scientific) was added to
80 mL of acetone (HPLC-UV grade, Pharmco) with 1 drop of acetic acid
(99.7%, Sigma Aldrich) then topped to 100 mL with acetone and mixed until
dissolved to produce the indicator solution.
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3. 0.113g of potassium dichromate (99%, Acros Organic) was added to 900
mL of DI water, topped to 1000 mL with DI water, and mixed, then 0.5, 1.0,
1.5, 2.0, or 2.5 mL of that solution were added to 450 mL of DI water and
brought to 500 mL with DI water to produce the standards containing 0.04
µg/mL, 0.08 µg/mL, 0.12 µg/mL, 0.16 µg/mL, and 0.2 µg/mL of Cr(VI).
4. 5.0g of sodium fluoride (Certified ACS, Fisher Scientific) was added to 80 mL
of DI water, brought to 100 mL with DI water, and then mixed thoroughly to
produce the 5 wt% NaF solution.
Specimen Cr(VI) contents were analyzed by placing a section with 10 ± 1 cm2 of
exposed surface area in a 50 mL beaker with 9 mL of DI water and 1 mL of 5 wt% NaF
solutions with a layer of boiling stones. The beaker was covered with a watch glass and
brought to a boil for 10 minutes. After boiling the resulting solution was transferred to a
sample container and filled to 10 mL with DI water and manually swirled for 15 seconds.
Four drops or ~ 0.2 mL of 75 wt% phosphoric acid solution was added to the test solution
and swirled for 15 seconds. 1 mL of test solution was then placed into a 1 cm cuvette as
a blank for analysis. Then, 4 drops or ~0.2 mL of 1,5-diphenylcarbazide indicator
solution was added to the test solution and swirled manually for 15 seconds. A 1 mL
sample of test solution was then placed into a 1 cm cuvette for analysis. This process was
performed in triplicate for each sample on which data was gathered which covered EN
TCP 191ºC, EN Co-free TCP 191ºC, EN TCP no heat, and EN Co-free TCP no heat at
SSE times of 0, 168, 336, and 504 hours.
UV-VIS spectrophotometry of the solutions was performed using a Thermo
Scientific Genesys 10UV that was calibrated using the Cr(VI) standards described above.
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All samples were tested immediately after preparation with a time of no longer than
20 minutes between boiling and finished analysis. For analysis, the blank was analyzed
first followed by the samples. The concentration of chromate was determined by
subtracting the absorbance of the blank from the sample value.

2.3. IMAGING
Corrosion progress of test specimens were examined after SSE by imaging using
a printer/scanner and quantifying the corrosion coverage using computerized image
analysis (ImageJ, 1.52a; National Institute of Health). The area fraction of corrosion
product was determined by tracing around areas of visual corrosion product in specimen
scans and calculated by dividing the traced regions by the total exposed area. The test
specimens that had corrosion product across the entire surface were labelled as 100%
coverage.

2.4. XPS CHARACTERIZATION
Test specimens were sectioned to produce ~1 cm2 pieces with a shear cutter to be
used for XPS analysis. Specimens were cleaned with a 30 second DI water rinse and
allowed to dry with the test surface upside down in a glass vial laid on its side that only
touched the specimen at the corners for 30 minutes. Standard specimens were powdered
and were placed into glass vials shortly before testing with no cleaning done prior.
XPS data was gathered using a Thermo Fisher Scientific Nexsa using a
monochromatic Al Kα 1487 eV X-ray source (6 mA, 12 kV). A charge compensation
system was employed using a mixed flood of electrons and argon ions directed at the
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sample surface for all specimens to neutralize the surface charge. The carbon 1s
spectra from each sample was adjusted to 285.0 eV and used to charge correct every
other spectra from the sample. Specimens were first sputtered for 10 seconds at 1500 eV
by an argon ion beam before any spectra were taken. Survey spectra (0-1350 eV range)
were then gathered with a 400 µm spot size, a 200 eV pass energy, 50 ms dwell time, and
0.5 eV step size over 2 scans. High resolution scans were then gathered on C 1s (280298 eV), Cr 2p (569-595 eV), and Co 2p (772-812 eV) using a 400 µm spot size, a 12.5
eV pass energy, 100 ms dwell time, and 0.1 eV step size with 4 – 20 scans depending
upon signal strength.
Peak fitting of the XPS data was performed using CasaXPS v2.3.23PR1.0
software with a Shirley background used for all peak fits. Line shapes were chosen by
starting with a 90% Gaussian/10% Lorentzian on peak fits for the standard samples and
then iterated by a 10% change towards more Lorentzian character until the fit with the
smallest residual was achieved. Fitting of the Cr 2p and Co 2p spectra followed a
complex series of peaks to represent the multiplet splitting of the trivalent chromium and
cobalt as well as the divalent cobalt species. Previous research by Biesinger et al.[28]
was used as a guide to model this multiplet peak structure with the primary peak allowed
to fit at a binding energy ±0.5 eV from Biesinger et al. and subsequent peaks constrained
to fixed separations from the primary peak. Full width at half max (FWHM) values were
allowed to deviate ±20% on all peaks to allow for sample and machine differences. Once
peak fits had been obtained from the standard samples, the results were propagated and
refit to each test specimen. Component fits were done using the Marquardt-Levenberg
optimization algorithm available within CasaXPS.
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3. RESULTS

3.1. IMAGE ANALYSIS OF CORRODED PANELS
The amount of corrosion measured on test panels increased across all
experimental conditions with increasing salt spray exposure (SSE) time, visible in
Figures 2 and 3. The values in Table 3 show that Co-free TCP specimens exhibited a
greater increase in corrosion coverage with increasing SSE times than either set of heattreated TCP panels. The EN Co-free TCP no heat exhibited the least corrosion product
after SSE showing only a moderate increase from 6.8 ± 1.5% at 168 hours SSE, to 26.3 ±
11.4% after 672 hours SSE. The Co-free TCP 191°C panels showed a greater increase
in corrosion coverage, ranging from 4.6 ± 3.2% after 168 hours SSE, to 46.5 ± 5.8% after
672 hours SSE. The EN Co-free TCP 191°C exhibited the greatest corrosion product
coverage from 13.5 ± 3.3% at 168 hours SSE to being completely covered in corrosion
product after 672 hours SSE.
The TCP panels followed a different trend than the Co-free TCP panels. The EN
TCP no heat panels exhibited the greatest corrosion product coverage and the heat-treated
TCP panels exhibited the least corrosion product. The EN TCP no heat panels exhibited
6.0 ± 0.4% corrosion coverage at 168 hours SSE and were completely covered in
corrosion product after 672 hours SSE. The TCP 191°C showed the least corrosion
product with 4.4 ± 2.7% after 168 hours SSE and increasing slightly to 9.4 ± 4.3% after
672 hours SSE. The EN TCP 191°C exhibited similar amounts of corrosion product to
TCP 191°C with 3.5 ± 1.7% at 168 hours SSE but exhibited a large increase in coverage
and variability to 23.8 ± 22.5% after 672 hours SSE.
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3.2. XPS CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
The first XPS tests were done on specimens of K2(CrO4)2, Co3O4, and Cr2O3 to
gather peak fits for species of Cr metal, CrO3, Cr2O3, CoOOH, Co3O4, CoO, Co metal,
Cr(OH)3, and Co(OH)2 to use as standards for analysis of test specimens when analyzing
chemical shifts. Figure 4 shows the peak fits used for components on Cr 2p and Co 2p
peaks in each standard specimen and later propagated to experimental specimens.
Tables 4 and 5 show the elemental quantification results of all experimental
specimens for the Co-free TCP and TCP specimens. General trends are seen in both data
sets with Zn and C content generally increasing and Cr generally decreasing with SSE
time in both sets. Differences between the two data sets include the presence of Ca and
Co in the TCP, the presence of Zr, and, in a few cases, F in the Co-free TCP. Levels of N
and Cl were observed in both sets but Cl was primarily observed in the Co-free TCP
coatings.
Peak fitting results of the Cr 2p spectra in the experimental specimens are
displayed in Tables 6 and 7 while Table 8 contains the peak fit results for Co 2p only in
the TCP specimens. Representative examples of the experimental peak fits are shown in
Figures 5 and 6 for Cr 2p and Co 2p, respectively. Co-free TCP specimen peak fit results
of Cr 2p exhibited primarily Cr(OH)3 species at all levels of heat treatment and SSE time.
The EN Co-free TCP no heat exhibited less Cr2O3 than the other two conditions, but all
specimens had peak fits improved by adding a small amount of CrO3 to the fit, which
implies that a low level of Cr6+ was present in all of the coatings. The EN Co-free TCP
191°C specimen displayed a higher percentage of Cr metal species; however, the
discussion will explain that this is likely differential charging of the specimens and the
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amount was included in the data tables to display how much error of the peak fit area
could be contributed to this factor.
The TCP specimen peak fit results for Cr 2p show a similar general trend with
Cr(OH)3 being the predominant species detected in the analysis. The TCP specimens
also exhibited a relatively greater amount of Cr2O3 species than the Co-free TCP
specimens. The primary difference between the two data sets comes from the amount of
CrO3 detected in the TCP specimens as the amount was generally lower and the fit was
not always improved by adding CrO3 to the peak fit. Lastly, the EN TCP no heat
specimens displayed a greater amount of differential charging than the heat-treated
specimens, which is indicative of a greater amount of corrosion product.
The Co 2p peak fitting results from the TCP specimens showed that most detected
cobalt species were in the hydroxide and divalent oxide forms. For the heat-treated TCP
specimens, the 504 and 672 hour SSE times exhibited small amounts of trivalent cobalt
species, either CoOOH or Co3O4 and excluding the 672 hour SSE time TCP 191°C data
point. For the EN TCP no heat specimens, there was not enough signal to detect the
presence of cobalt from 336 to 672 hours of SSE time.

3.3. DPC CHROMIUM (VI) ANALYSIS
Chromate Measurement of Cr(VI) in test specimens via leaching with 1,5diphenylcarbazide with increasing SSE time is shown in Figure 5. Co-free TCP 191°C
showed the lowest measured Cr(VI) at all times with 0.9 ± 0.6 ng/cm2 at 0 hours SSE and
decreasing slightly to 0.5 ± 0.2 ng/cm2 at 504 hours SSE. Both TCP conditions and the
Co-free TCP no heat condition followed similar trends from 0 to 336 hours SSE with
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detected amounts ranging from 5.4-7.1 ng/cm2 at 0 hours to 1.3-2.7 ng/cm2 at 336
hours SSE. After 504 hours of SSE the TCP no heat showed a large increase in detected
Cr(VI) to 13.1 ± 0.6 ng/cm2. The TCP 191°C exhibited a greater amount of Cr(VI) at
504 hours SSE with 2.7 ± 0.7 ng/cm2 compared to 1.3 ± 0.4 ng/cm2 in the Co-free TCP
no heat condition after the same SSE time.

4. DISCUSSION

The heat-treated specimens of TCP and Co-free TCP, with and without the EN
layer, were expected to exhibit similar corrosion behavior as the only difference between
them was the presence of the EN layer. Both heat-treated Co-free TCP conditions
exhibited more corrosion than EN Co-free TCP no heat specimens with the EN Co-free
TCP 191°C specimens exhibiting twice as much corrosion as the Co-free TCP 191°C
specimens after 336 hours SSE implying an effect from the EN layer. For TCP
specimens, the heat-treated specimen performance was similar, with the exception of the
EN TCP 191°C after 672 hour SSE, which showed a much larger amount of corrosion
coverage and variability as a result of one-third of the panel being covered in a large
streak of corrosion product while the rest of the panel had almost no corrosion product
that heavily skewed the average. Previous research showed that the ZnNi coating played
the role of a sacrificial coating for all conditions[22,25]. The accompanying XRD
analysis of the corrosion product revealed it to be composed of zinc carbonate hydroxide
hydrate (Zn4CO3(OH)6 ● H2O) and zinc chloride hydroxide hydrate (Zn5(OH)8Cl2 ● H2O)
with XPS analysis of test specimens after SSE exposure showing no Ni species at the
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surface. Hence, it was concluded that the observed corrosion was restricted to the
ZnNi coating. Based on those results and present observations, the difference in
corrosion coverage should not be affected by the presence or absence of the EN layer.
Amounts of Zr and F detected in the Co-free TCP and amounts of Ca in the TCP
XPS data can be explained by differences in the passivating procedure between the two
coatings. The generally higher amounts of Zn and C, and the lower amounts of Cr and Cl
detected after SSE suggest that the surface exhibits some amount of the zinc carbonate
hydroxide hydrate corrosion product after SSE and very little of the zinc chloride
hydroxide hydrate. Elemental analysis of the panels that contained a film of corrosion
product that completely covered the surface such as EN Co-free TCP 191°C and EN TCP
no heat show similar proportions of O, C, Cr, and Zn and closely match several other
panels after SSE. Panels with more corrosion product present are expected to have closer
O, C, Cr, and Zn contents due to more complete surface coverage. The differences seen
in corrosion coverage versus these ratios that indicate total corrosion coverage are likely
explained by the localized nature of the visible corrosion product as compared to the 500
µm spot size sampling area used for gathering XPS spectra.
Peak fitting of Cr in all TCP and Co-free TCP specimens revealed that Cr(OH)3
is the predominant form of Cr with the exception of EN TCP 191°C after 0 hours SSE
and the EN TCP no heat after 168 hours of SSE. This indicates that the passive layer
reacts with water from the atmosphere at the surface and the amounts of Cr oxide come
from the layers just underneath this hydrated surface. As SSE time increased, less oxide
formation was observed as the passivation is consumed by corrosion product growth. As
a result, SSE increases the fraction of the remaining Cr that is on the exposed surface to
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react with water in the atmosphere and subsequently become Cr(OH)3. A couple
factors confound this data as the localized nature of the corrosion product results in
sampling bias showing increased amounts of Cr oxide at higher levels of SSE such as
observed in the EN Co-free TCP 191°C and EN TCP no heat specimens. Differential
charging of samples that contained corrosion product was a problem that could not be
completely eliminated from the XPS results. The low binding energy tail that differential
charging produced in the Cr spectra overlapped with the peak for Cr metal making it
impossible to determine if any Cr metal was present. A peak was fit to this low binding
energy tail in an attempt to estimate how much corrosion product may have been present
in the sampled area by estimating how much peak area could be attributed to this tail.
Specimens with greater differential charging values contained greater amounts of
corrosion product in the sampled area resulting in Cr species measurements that are
correspondingly less accurate. This means that the data which includes high levels of Cr
metal are likely to have significant error in the amounts of other Cr species measured and
should be interpreted accordingly.
Cr(VI) contents estimated from fitting the Cr peaks were greater in the Co-free
TCP specimens than in the TCP specimens and was also observed in the most corroded
TCP specimen. Levels of Cr(VI) detected at the surface remained relatively constant
regardless of amount of corrosion product or SSE time for Co-free TCP specimens and
was almost never detected at the surface of TCP specimens. These measured amounts
differ from the bulk analysis by the DPC method, which showed lower levels of Cr(VI) in
heat-treated Co-free TCP and similar higher levels of Cr(VI) in TCP and non-heat-treated
Co-free TCP. The surface Cr(VI) in Co-free TCP was nearly constant at all conditions
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despite the heat treatment differences in bulk Cr(VI), which suggests a different
mechanism of action compared to TCP. Meanwhile, the higher levels of surface Cr(VI)
detected after enough SSE exhibited by the most corroded TCP specimen is indicative of
the corrosion resistance mechanism present.
Hexavalent chromium passivations provide corrosion protection through release
of the Cr(VI) ions into water present on the surface of the specimen with subsequent
reduction of Cr(VI) species to Cr(III) at corroding anodic sites. TCPs likely behave
similarly releasing Cr(VI) ions into aqueous solutions that reduce at corroding sites thus
explaining reports of active protection on some TCPs[12,20–22]. The corrosion
performance of the Co-free TCP has been inferior to TCP in previous studies[22,25] as
well as in the present study. Further, the surface Cr(VI) content in Co-free TCP panels
was shown in the present study to be constant at all SSE times, but more surface Cr(VI) is
detected on the heavily corroded TCP specimens. Based on these results, we posit that the
difference in mechanism comes from the ability of the Cr(VI) to migrate to and reduce at
corroding anodic sites. The constant surface Cr(VI) concentration on Co-free TCP
derives from the Cr(VI) leaching out of the passivation and then remaining at the surface
as the panel is dried, being able to adsorb to both the passivation and any corrosion
product that has begun to grow. The cobalt in the TCP specimens was detected almost
exclusively in a divalent state in all the panels, which would make TCP electron rich.
This extra free electron concentration could facilitate reduction of the Cr(VI), which
could lead to the observed depletion of Cr(VI) at the surface of the TCP. This would also
explain why Cr(VI) is detected on the non-heat-treated TCP as the nearly complete
coverage of the corrosion product interferes with reduction of the Cr(VI) from the
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solution and is left adsorbed at the surface of the corrosion product upon drying. The
large increase in bulk Cr(VI) measured via DPC seen at 504 hours SSE for the non-heattreated specimen further suggests that more Cr(VI) is produced during SSE and as the
corrosion product prevents reduction of the Cr(VI) to Cr(III) a greater amount of Cr(VI)
is able to collect in the corrosion product as it grows. This production of Cr(VI) during
corrosion was not observed in the Co-free TCP as the fully corroded EN Co-free TCP
191°C showed no such increase in Cr(VI) after DPC testing. This suggests that cobalt
promotes production of Cr(VI) during corrosive exposure likely by donating an electron
during reduction of Cr(VI) at anodic sites and later oxidizing a nearby Cr(III) to Cr(VI).
The heat treatments had opposite effects on the corrosion performance for TCP
and Co-free TCP specimens. Heat-treated Co-free TCP specimens showed inconsistent
results whereas heat-treated TCP had the least corrosion. Previous research[26] on
passivations on aluminum substrates found that the degree of corrosion protection
correlated well with the amount of measured Cr(VI), but the present data suggest that
Cr(VI) content alone is not sufficient for corrosion protection. A difference between the
previous work and the present work is that the previous study did not have a TCP
specimen that reached a level of corrosion buildup that completely covered the exposed
surface and likely had not been exposed to SSE long enough to observe the increase of
Cr(VI) that accompanied the increase in corrosion product. This implies that excellent
corrosion protection of TCP requires that the passivation contains a sufficient amount of
bulk Cr(VI) and that Cr(VI) must be produced in situ to maintain the corrosion inhibition.
Heat treatment may also affect an unmeasured physical aspect of the passivation that
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results in more or less surface area exposed to the corrosive media, which then affects
corrosion performance, but that would be a topic for a future study.

5. CONCLUSIONS

XPS and DPC analyses were performed on trivalent chromium passivated ZnNi
coated steel substrates at increasing amounts of SSE time to investigate how factors such
as cobalt, EN layers, and heat-treatments could affect corrosion performance. Corrosion
performance of cobalt-containing and cobalt-free TCPs on ZnNi coated steel substrates
was not affected by the presence of an EN layer and was inconsistently affected by heattreatments. Cobalt-containing TCPs were found to have similar bulk Cr(VI) contents to
Co-free TCPs, which did not directly correlate with SSE corrosion performance. The
data suggested that divalent cobalt in the cobalt-containing TCPs facilitated production of
Cr(VI) during corrosive exposure that led to improved performance over cobalt-free TCP
after >336 hours SSE. The superior performance of TCP depended on a sufficient
amount of Cr(VI) and included a mechanism to produce more Cr(VI) during corrosion.
A future study should investigate the inconsistent heat-treatment effects with a focus on
physical changes to the passivations to explain corrosion performance more fully.
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Table 3. Extent of corrosion coverage in percentage of surface exhibiting visible
corrosion product for Co-free TCP and TCP panels after varying SSE times.
SSE Exposure Time
168 Hrs
Co-free TCP

191C

504 Hrs

672 Hrs

4.6

± 3.2

19.2

± 3.0

20.5

± 4.7

46.5

± 5.8

13.5

± 3.3

17.9

± 2.7

49.1

± 6.7

100

-

EN no heat

6.8

± 1.5

5.1

± 1.7

15.8

± 3.3

26.3

± 11.4

191C

4.4

± 2.7

9.4

± 1.1

10.4

± 1.3

9.4

± 4.3

EN 191C

3.5

± 1.7

7.1

± 1.8

9.0

± 3.7

23.8

± 22.5

EN no heat

6.0

± 0.4

24.1

± 7.2

54.8

± 5.0

100

-

EN 191C
TCP

336 Hrs

Table 4. Elemental quantification from XPS survey spectra for Co-free TCP specimens.
Element numbers are reported in atomic %.
Co-Free TCP

SSE
Time(hrs)

O

C

N

Cr

Cl

Zr

Zn

F

191C

0

64

11

1

17

1

3

3

0

168

53

23

2

14

1

2

5

0

336

45

26

1

8

0

1

20

0

504

40

34

3

8

1

2

12

0

672

39

38

2

9

1

2

9

0

0

54

18

1

19

1

4

4

0

168

48

20

0

9

0

0

23

0

336

46

24

0

8

1

0

21

0

504

42

27

2

9

0

0

20

0

672

45

25

1

8

0

0

21

0

0

47

22

2

16

1

3

6

3

168

39

30

2

12

1

1

16

0

336

35

47

1

6

1

1

9

0

504

43

28

1

8

0

0

20

0

672

37

37

4

8

1

1

12

0

EN 191C

EN no heat
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Table 5. Elemental quantification from XPS survey spectra for TCP specimens.
Element numbers are reported in atomic %.
TCP

SSE
Time(hrs)

O

C

N

Cr

Cl

Zn

Ca

Co

191C

0

55

18

0

15

2

5

3

2

168

49

16

1

19

0

13

1

1

336

38

41

2

9

0

8

0

0

504

36

44

4

8

0

7

1

0

672

39

39

3

9

1

8

0

1

0

52

14

1

19

3

6

2

3

168

47

20

1

18

0

13

0

1

336

42

32

1

9

0

14

1

1

504

38

40

4

9

0

9

0

0

672

45

27

2

9

0

17

0

0

0

46

26

2

14

0

9

1

2

168

39

20

1

12

0

26

1

1

336

43

31

1

8

0

16

1

0

504

43

29

2

8

0

18

0

0

672

43

28

2

8

0

19

0

0

EN 191C

EN no heat

Table 6. Chromium species analysis from peak fitting Cr 2p spectra in Co-free TCP
specimens. Species numbers reported as % of fit area.
Co-Free TCP

SSE Time(hrs)

Diff. Charge

Cr(OH)3

CrO3

Cr2O3

191C

0
168
336
504
672
0
168
336
504
672
0
168
336
504
672

0
0
4
3
2
0
10
21
7
14
1
4
7
9
6

69
85
77
91
74
91
66
62
69
51
97
88
78
89
92

2
3
2
2
2
2
4
5
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

29
12
17
4
22
7
20
13
22
33
0
7
13
0
0

EN 191C

EN no heat
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Table 7. Chromium species analysis from peak fitting Cr 2p spectra in TCP
specimens. Species numbers reported as % of fit area.
TCP

SSE Time(hrs)

Diff. Charge

Cr(OH)3

CrO3

Cr2O3

191C

0
168
336
504
672
0
168
336
504
672
0
168
336
504
672

0
1
1
3
1
1
2
6
1
2
1
11
14
16
17

84
73
75
77
88
48
55
65
96
98
76
38
75
68
54

1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
4
3
3

15
26
23
20
10
50
53
28
3
0
23
51
7
14
26

EN 191C

EN no heat

Table 8. Cobalt species analysis from peak fitting Co 2p in TCP specimens. Species
numbers reported as % of fit area.
TCP

SSE Time(hrs)

Co(OH)2

CoO

CoOOH

Co3O4

191C

0
168
336
504
672
0
168
336
504
672

88
67
58
63
40
38
76
63
62
41

12
33
42
34
60
62
24
37
33
51

0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0

0
168
336
504
672

76
70
n/a
n/a
n/a

24
30
n/a
n/a
n/a

0
0
n/a
n/a
n/a

0
0
n/a
n/a
n/a

EN 191C

EN no heat
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Figure 1. Pre-salt spray exposure appearance of the TCP and Co-free TCP test panels
under all experimental conditions.

Figure 2. Corrosion product coverage on TCP and Co-free TCP panels after 168 hours of
salt spray exposure.
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Figure 3. Corrosion product coverage on TCP and Co-free TCP panels after 672 hours of
salt spray exposure.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4. Peak fits used for chromium and cobalt components on known standard
specimens: a) CoOH2, b) Cr2O3, c) Co3O4, d) K2(CrO4)2.
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Figure 5. Measured Cr(VI) content in all test conditions from DPC analysis.
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SECTION

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1. CONCLUSIONS
Divalent cobalt in TCPs significantly improves corrosion resistance on γ-ZnNi
coated steel and aluminum alloys. While some variability remains in the test data, cobaltcontaining passivations typically withstand 3 or more weeks of ASTM B117 salt spray
exposure while remaining electrically conductive. Initially it seemed that the underlying
substrate (steel vs. aluminum) could have an effect on corrosion performance, it was later
revealed that the primary influencing component was the level of Cr(VI) content in the
passivation. Since the amount of Cr(VI) content was positively correlated with the
corrosion performance and divalent cobalt facilitated Cr(VI) production during salt spray
exposure, it is clear that a TCP containing cobalt would perform better simply by
increasing the Cr(VI) content. However, the specimens with the highest Cr(VI) content
did not always perform as well and some cobalt-free TCP specimens, such as the ones on
the initial SAE 1008 steel panels, did perform well. These results indicate that Cr(VI)
content alone is not a sufficient predictor of improved corrosion performance.
The heat treatments showed contradictory results on Cr(VI) content between the
two passivations, both increasing and decreasing the amounts in the different
passivations. The replicatable change in OCP between heat-treated and non-heat-treated
passivations clearly indicates that the passivation has been altered by the heat treatments.
However, both passivations exhibited similar OCPs after heat treatment despite having
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largely different amounts of Cr(VI) and no consistent differences in Cr species
detected by XPS. This suggests that the heat treatments have caused a relevant change in
the bulk of the passivation with little effect on the surface, caused physical changes that
dominate the OCP response despite chemical differences, or had a variety of changes that
by coincidence leave both passivations at the same OCP after heat treatment. The third
option is highly unlikely and thus disregarded but the bulk could be studied through depth
profiling of the passivation before and after heat treatment while the second has already
been observed indirectly in the present research through comparison of the physical
features on the first steel and aluminum samples.
While physical changes such as crack size, crack density, passivation thickness,
and passivation porosity were observed, they did not correlate well with corrosion
performance. In the context of heat treatments causing morphological changes to the
passivations, processing parameters being different between the two passivations, and
Cr(VI) content being measured separately from passivation physical features, it is clear
that corrosion performance should be a function of both Cr(VI) content and physical
aspects of the passivation. This combined examination of the data gathered offers insight
into what is happening during corrosive exposure of the TCPs to create a model for how
the TCPs protect their underlying substrate. Since the corrosion starts at localized areas
and typically grows outward, it is clear that some local aspect of the coating, such as a
crack, flaw, or uncovered area in a crevice, results in failure at certain points but not
others. When TCPs contain cobalt and Cr(VI) content is high, Cr(VI) can leach into the
corrosive aqueous solution and deposit at these sites to form a mixture of the corrosion
products, zinc carbonate hydroxide hydrate (Zn4CO3(OH)6 ● H2O) and zinc chloride
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hydroxide hydrate (Zn5(OH)8Cl2 ● H2O), with the Cr(III) oxide or hydroxide reduced
from the Cr(VI) species. This mixture is very similar to the passivation that consists of
amorphous Cr(III) oxides/hydroxides, zinc oxides/hydroxides, and small amounts of
Co(II) oxides/hydroxides but has a greater molar volume from the additional carbonate,
chlorine, and water present. Eventually, this mixture would grow to a thickness where it
prevents the Cr(VI) from reaching the active corroding metal allowing the corrosion
product to blister the nearby passivation and grow unchecked.
The EN layer on steel did not have a measurable effect on corrosion performance
which helped to confirm that it was factors other than the underlying substrate that
contributed to the performance differences originally observed between the steel and
aluminum substrate specimens. This observation helps support the idea that the
mechanism of corrosion and corrosion protection for TCP coated specimens is surface
focused and depends only upon the passive film and its immediate underlying substrate
(γ-ZnNi coating). While the presence of divalent cobalt in the passive films aids
corrosion performance through interaction with Cr(VI), the fact that the cobalt-free TCP
on the initial steel specimens withstood ASTM B117 salt spray for 1000 hours with
minimal corrosion acts as a proof of concept that a superior and conductive cobalt-free
TCP could be produced if the relevant physical, chemical, and processing parameters
were optimized.

3.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Identifying divalent cobalt and its relation to Cr(VI) as important to corrosion
performance of TCPs was important but a few aspects of the system still remain unclear.
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Future work should thus focus on experiments that identify these key aspects and
determine their effect on corrosion performance to create a model that can predict the
time until failure of a TCP based on measurable aspects of the film. A focus on tight
control of the processing and optimization of the processing parameters to produce
physically and chemically consistent TCPs would help minimize the variability observed
in the prior studies. Research questions that could be answered with such well controlled
specimens include:
•

Can cracks in the passive films be prevented by processing changes?
(wetting of surface, temperature, pH, high humidity drying, etc.)

•

Can an increase/decrease in γ-ZnNi surface area affect corrosion
performance?

•

Could other divalent dopants such as Ni(II), Mn(II), or Mg(II) behave
similarly to cobalt in TCPs?

•

Could corrosion performance be maintained by tetravalent dopants vs.
divalent dopants without affecting conductivity?

This research did not focus much on processing changes affecting the deposition
of the TCPs even though it is likely that observed cracks are a result of the passivating
process. Since localized corrosion was observed in almost all cases of passivation
failure, it is expected that a passive layer with no flaws would perform better than one
with flaws. This is also why wetting of the chemical deposition bath solution should be
investigated since there was inconclusive evidence that the deep cracks and crevices in
the γ-ZnNi coating were protected by a passive layer. It is possible that some level of
exposed substrate surface is necessary to facilitate reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III), or that
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Cr(VI) protection correlates with exposed passivation surface area, both of which
could be revealed by systematically examining changes to the deposition bath parameters
and γ-ZnNi electroplating parameters.
This research did not conclusively identify how the divalent cobalt interacted with
the Cr(VI) to improve corrosion performance which could warrant more research of its
own but does leave open the possibility that similar effects can be achieved by using
other catalytic divalent dopants such as Ni(II), Mn(II), and Mg(II). In a similar vein, the
early test specimens had their contact resistance measured which were found to be
electrically conductive as required for the intended use as passivations on electrical
connectors. The present research did not examine whether the passivation was a p-type
or n-type conductor which opens the possibility for tetravalent dopants to replace cobalt,
but the corrosion performance impact would have to be measured. Since there is interest
in making TCPs without cobalt, searching for alternatives to take the role of cobalt would
be a worthwhile endeavor for future experiments.
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